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VOL. XXII. NO. 54
4.0
PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 4, 1907
SMITH SISTERS
, ASK FOR DAMAGES
Enter Suit Against City and
Owner of Building.
Resell of Wind Which Caused Cie-
lapse of Anierleau Ettprvta 4.10.
Building.
wArrumi ON THE ADJUSTORS.
Hall was tiled in circuit court this
morning by Attorney Crice and Ross
for Mieseti Luella, Lettie and Ada
Smith, doing business under the
Mime of "Smith Sisterse, against J.
M. White and the city of Paducah
milting for SO011e damages for the
loss of their stock of millinery in
the wrecking of the American Ex-
press company building Monday. The
petition states that White, who owns
the Scott-Henneberger building,
whose walls fallino in Nettled thy
wreckiug of the smaller builditie, ut,-
Mertes' to have the wale removed
after the building burned. The city
Is brought into the suit bei•ause it is
empowered as a city of the !second-
darer to regulate fire protection and
remove dangerous tulle which in this
Instance it failed to do. The stock of
tEe plaintiff is said to be a total lose.
Little work toward removing the
debris from the site of the wrecked
Atuerican zprs company butidiug
has been done, het some littie wreck-
ing has begun. Oontractor Ltun
Fields stud a force of carpenters are
clearing away as much debris front
the site of the Stuith Meters' millin-
ery store as possible In order to re-
cover goods that escaped serious
damage.
Mr. C. J. Abbott. route agent for
the American Emit-els company. is
still eorking with the books and tak-
leg out as much express, matter as ii
possible.
Cain James White, owner of the
ecott-Henneberger building, which
canned the wrecking Of the tellenw
betiding. Is in Padacalt but will do
notiahtg WWI the fire Was is nettled
with Immune adeuetors.
Dr. D, G. Mugreil, owner of the
express coinpany building, is also un•
derided what he will do towards re-
building, but It is safe to preellet he
will not let the site remain vacant.
Capt. Wood's Experience.
A belitted story of the storm ex-
eltenteut at Rowlandtown park where
colored people congregated Monday
to eteebrate Labor Day, tomes from
Captain Joe Wood, special officer at
the park.
"They sinedy omit wild.- se said.
"I eau/ the siorm'exenting. It was
about at Perkins creek when I first
noticed It as a dense black cloud.
but stiddeerly it seemed to break and
wine in hundreds of parts. Tree&
bowed to the ground under the fury
of the wind, aod before I could give
•arniug It was upon us. Stands
(`1e located at various.. parte of the
ground.- They were hail, being
merely four poke nailed at the top
aud bottom, and a canopy spreod
over them. The wind caught one
canvas, hurled it against a More
spouting a three-foot flame from the
stovepipe. It ignited and was next
blown against two women. complete-
17 wrapping them. They rolled on
the ground and succeeded in eiocap
ing without serious burns.
"Realizing what ft meant to handle
those people, I secured the aid of sev-
eral who seemed coot headed, and
rushed to the gate. Over Sete men.
women and children were trying to
get out of a gate possible to pass but
two ut the time. By hard itork we
headed them back, but how some es-
caped being crushed is a mystery to
me"
Wesley Flowers had a chute the
chute which cost him several runtired
dollars. This was picked, up off its
foundation and burled far trent its
original eke and wrecked
SULTAN OF PADUCAH,
MOHAMMED YEISER
Excitement of no small nature was
occasioned by Mayor D. A. Yeisere
appearances Id the police- court room
this morning putting desperately at
a Turkish eigaret. It was the result
of a dare made his honor by Mr. Dan
Fitzpatriek, the "sand man." Mayor
Yelser tried to. smoke a cigar last
Christmas and was mackedesperately
111 for a time. He had never tried
eigarets before and his' courage get-
WEATHER FOILELIAST.
CALI U,.
Generally fair a itit moderate tent-.
perature toitight and Thursday.




- sshiuigle.ui, Sept. 4.—Bids
were 4444'11441 all 1114' HMV, tlepart-
term twiny for the construction.
of lite torpedo heist 4de1450yer4
Cutler the term. ibf the naval ap-
prepriee  acts et teed and
1E107. The limit of the cost was,
titled at Stnn9.:100 for each and





The Hague. sem. 4.—The lat-
est seggestion tif the American
delegation to the 1/4N144• confer-
ellee 1111141e 444 the lotinetnieri-
caul countrito regarding the
propoeition t4c esitablirth usle-rem-
itted intertinthinal high cieirt At
juntlep at The Hague is that the
etnifen•nce ...lett 15 to 211 1141`.
its V. bib •leall ele.1 the judge..
Even this deei. net tint' raver with
thr Latiw•tmerienti.. Senor
tarn, head of the Ntexklot
gation and Dr. Itio Darlene,
tltr lender of the delegates ft 
!teazle %hoe trio special opposi-
tion to II.
HAACK
Ntey leek. Sejoi. I.--t 'autocht
Ms ttre-artt-oil taking atone, Orem
it tit ti,li awl  they had threat-
...MA Mt MI (lentil, three Italian%
whom floe poltee are ring-heeler,
of tl.e Black Hand eve,. raptur-
ed tertay by detrrttrett after
wild !light on n trelley ear.
Cho A 1111011 i, a eealthy
4.r. has fair 111441e than a yeur
heen reeelying Fetter. demanding
$.1410. H.. ens edit that hi..
place Iveulti blovia up and




.1w erp, Sept. 1.—The riot-
ing hetween the local itolice and
tin' striking dock taboret,* has
!woken out afreeli, and le rnitkily
aesurrcing alarming proportion...
Drummers have I 11,44.11 sent
threngli the teen to heat all ur-
gent eunriteme tea the militia to
turn out again itinitedbitely, Tee
rioter% sprinkled a large timber
yard with petroleum tend net if
on ere. 'The tirenten were imey
until a late hour in 'tutting out
the ti 
SEWER DISTRICT, NO. 2,
IS FORMALLY ACCEPTER
Se t, No. 2, has been for-
mally accepted by the board of pub-
lic works on report of City Engineer
Washington that the sewer mains
and laterals pre properly laid. There
now only remains the estimates, on
which the assessment es to be based,
and the connections with residences.
The board instructed the engineer to
issue peewits to anyone, Cueing to
make inamedilite ectinection, so that
perenu may be &reedited with hie
share of the genera; expense. of mak-
ing the connections. Warrants will be




The first eel' of the campaign In
the county will be fired Friday night
at Florence station. where Professor
George O. Niellroom. Republican can-
didate fur the legislature, will ad-
dregs the citizens of that section on
the Issues of the day. The speech
wilt be made in thie school house.
!STORM ALONG GULF
DESTROYS TOWNS
Believed Great Loos of Life in
Georgia Village,
Wires Ikea to tend \tenger Details
Itee•eive.11 'SUM. )1 wiz
Apierelieusion.
NEW tHtLEANS FEELS EFFECT
New Orleans, Sept. 4. Meager
details of a fierce storm, which
swept the gulf coast and the lower
portions of Igniesiatia. Alabama,
3,11missippi and Georgia, and which
at points assumed tornado (tenon-
alone, have been received in this
city. No eetintate of the amount of
the loam can. be made. as wires are
down through all of the affected dis-
tricts, but grave fears are entertained
that much damage has been done.
A report ha* been received here
that Fort Gaines, Georgia, a (owe
of 1,000 inhabitants, was visited last
by At tornado and° completely de-
etroyed. All communication by wire
with the plate bas been cut off arel
efforts to - reach neighboring towns by
telephone have been futile. The rail
road operators t'eport that an wires
east of Union Springs are do W 11 and
that they can leers oothiug of what
has happened In the vicinity of Fort
Gaines.
Front the few bare details that
have sifted into this city it is greatly
feared that there has been considera-
ble life loss in the Georgia tow's.
Fort Galilee is on the chattahoochie
river, which is the dividing line be-
tweeu Alabama and Georgie+.
The effects of the storm were fee
here In a considerable measure. Dur
lug its height the oyster patroloboat
elajeetic, On' Lake Ponchartrain was
struck by lightning and set on lire.
The boat wait completely destroyed
and the members of the crew had a
narrow escape. for their lives, getting
away kreifehoats In a very heavy sea.
All of them.-after a trying experience.
were nuttily rescued by another ves-
sel.
The packet. steamer H. M. Carter
was another etletTrn eirthet fury cif-thil
elements. The vetoer!, which was
stink less than a year ago on the Red
river, was again sent to the bottom
tolay on the same stream. She was
blown against a snag near Marks-
vele, La., and sank within three
miles of the place where she went
down before. She was loaded with
merchandise from New Orleans for
Alexandria, La. No lives were iost.
The Majestic, which was lost on
Lake Pontchartrain, was an auxiliary
schooner owned by the state of Lou-




Order East Tennessee Tele-
phone Company to Remove
Poles from Road.
Fiscal oeurt yesterday afternoon
issued lestructioue to County Clerk
Hiram Smedley to forthwith issue oh-
dent to the East Tennessee Telephone
company to remove its poles from
public highways in'hiceracken county
The cause of the order is said to be
that the company is not living up to
an alleged agreement with the coun-
ty to furnish 'county officials with
telephones gratis. Before the beard
voted on the question yesterday Clerk
Smedley- had umee a minute investi-
getion of records and failed to find
any agreement or contract.
What. the telephone company In-
tend, to do is not stated. Two of the
oompanye attorneys are out of the
city. It is stated that a majority at
poles are on erivate property, the
company buying the right of way.
Until Manager A. le Joynee returns
from his vacation and confers with
other officials and eompany attorneys,
nothing will likely be done.
Body of William Grower.
The body of Willient I.. Garner, of
Bay City III.. why committed suicide
In Fort Collins', tole by shooting
himself through the heart. was
There has been a demand from that brought through Paducah MIN morn-
election for Professor Menroom to intent route to.Bey cky,. A brother
publicly express his views, and. In attrielftptglietti'ltft latnlyt• No esite for
a tiug the hotter of him tiebeeteeltille.-tiels °Sort be will tulle cuillinaeigirvege deed is known. the serum' men
he giecIded to glee -pinc. 'a trial., hut 'policy as repreeentatIve from this leaving no note. It is said that he le
declare, ORO Willi I* aUlecient icounty. worth about $S0,000.
10 CENTS PER WEEK
CAN HE MEAN ME? BREAKERS ARE
OUT ON STRIKE




Claim they were Promised
"Something Nice" by Con-
tractors to Work.
IBUT THEY DIDN'T GET IT
—Nisa.aalaey ar NOW York World.
WHARFBOAT IS STILLCosts and Expenses of Hugh Boyle FAR RN THE SHORE
Case Charged up to City in Item
Several Days Yet Before BigAllowed by the Lower Board Structure is Swung Back
into Position.
It is Presumed "Costs and
Expenses" Mean Attorney's
Fee for Extra Lawyer in
Addition to those to whom
City Pays Salaries.
DEFENDANT PAYS THE COST
•Seenetbelineeehtheetettederoftee,
Cost in Subs Hugh Boyle CUM'
JUDGE CROSS WARNS
Boykes liSellk and being enjolued.
lie called in City . Soliciter James
campbell, Jr.1 it-hjeehereatter took an
Active and effective part in the pros-
ecution The defendant had ouly two
attorneys and the city had two.
However, after Mr. Flournoy's re-
teartion, he and Mr. Campbell con-
ducted the prosecution to a euceess-
ful termination, and no one doubts
that Mr. Flournoy earned, his fee, the
only queetion is, wily Mr. lekeiruoy
war paid an extra fee. when the city
has an attorney on a regular seine"'
to attend to suet' duties.
.neethententneto.Ke:ehnitereffeelelefieheeee
This item appeared atriums iiirn
allowed by the finance committee of
the board of councilmen. and was
ratified h.) the eoard'iast night.
As a matter' -at this is supposed
to include the fee and expenses of At-
torney Campbell Flournoy, who was
employed to assist In the prosecution
of Hugh charged with Selling
liquor on Sunday and without a li-
cense at Fourth street and Kentucky
avenue, although only one man con-
nected With the city government lass
ever adgettted tint Mr. Flournoy wee
employed and he gave it out In the
strictest confide lice. Why the item
should appear in such vague form in
the records Is not explained.
It was learned and exclusive's an-
nounced in The Sun, that the mayor
and, the !inane. committee had eon-
(erred in regard to the employ meat
of Mr. Flournoy and had agreed, the
exigencies of the situation seeming
to demand els :services. It was hint-
ed by a member that he was eni-
ployed on request of City Attorney
Harrison. presented through another
party at the meeting: but when May-
or Yellow, who. it is known, called
the meting watt approached, he
declined to even admit that Mr.
Flournoy had been employed, but as
he appeared in the case and present-
ed his bill, It Is evident he was Ina -
ployed at somebodyle behest. The
mayor was represented by the city
solicitor, she- took all active part.
but no one will divulge who Mr.
Fleurnoy represented
The Boyle ease originated in tie
pollee epOrt, where the city NM a iety
theraoyeamployed to tootereitte emelt
offenders When Mayor Yeiser came
Into the ease, by meson of revoking
Paducah's wharfboat is still out in
the river, and it Is the opinion of
rivernsea it will be the first of next
stick before the big boat will be
ready for wagons to drive on and the
packets to use again. One thing the
ewuers are thankful for is that the
river is falling and this is one time
they do not wish a big else.
On each side of the northern stage
the workmen have a barge and aerobe
the stage i heavy barge. Under the
stage are largo nooks and with
screws the workmen are raising the
big lease.- slowly. As the stage is
'wised the .wharfbeat will swing Into
THEM NOT TO REPEAT ,he bank with the 
:current. The
Seems Quiet Indignant Be-
cause Minors Bought
Liquor.
Because they had ineetbed bees to
exceess and were not (Orally responsi-
ble for their actions. Louis Vaughan
and Harry Cooley were dismissed in
pollee cotel this morning but recog-
nized in the sum of $100 for their.
gocd behavior for 12 months tower*
each other. Vaughan was charged
with maliciously rutting Cooley In
the tft-ck and Cooley .s alleged to
have thrown a brick at Vatorluin. The
evidence showed thar both were
lrinkIng in a saloon when they start-
ed a dispute. ending et-the cutting.
Judge Crossoriministered a sound riot
rimand from the bench auk warned
theneagainte going to saloons.
. "If any case conies before me again
where it is shown that boys undet age
such as Cooley buy • intoxicatitig
minks in the saloons. I shall issue a
warrant and fine the barkeeper for
each and every drink sod," declared
Judge Cross. "Yount' boys shouln
keep Out of such places, and saloon
men can ruin their busineot within
:he law as easily as a grereerynian or
irygoods merchant."
•To Attend Funeral.
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 4.—Cardinal
libbonse neminpanied by the Rev. P.
2 Gervati. chancellor of the diocese,
eft here today- for Boston to attend
he fpneral Of Archbishop Williams.
" Dr. R. W. Starkg, ot-flentnh, ki lb
,he city on business.
eackeniug of the line indicates the
workmen have. made good progress
thiss morning.
Business continues to be unaffec'te'd
to any degree. Freight is *tacked
on the bank and then carried aboard.
Hoe-ever, if a heavy rain should fall,
with no packets at tee wharf there
might be some damage.
It ii a novel eight to see Paducailt
without a wharfhoat and many old
citizens are reminded of old days.
Few can remember when there was
no wharfboat hero
SUPT. CARNAOEY HAS ONE
BUSY DAY OF IT
_
Teaceers, mothers anti their ehil-
dren filled the office of Supt. John
Cernagey at the High school building
from early morning until late after-
noon today. It is the day iset for
cletwifeing children who have ,a0 en-
trance cards. From indications the'
schools will be taxed even more than
last year.
LANDSCAPE GARDENER
AT THE I. C. HOSPITAL
Mr. G. W. Webb, formerly garden-
er at the ;.otirt• hones,, and who is
Thieffy reeponethie for the beautiful
contlitien of the court 'house. yard,
ha e resigned and accepted an appoint
men* as landecape gardener at the
Illinois Central hoepital. He aestieted
hie nee- position this morning. Mr.
Webb is an experienced lauJecape
gardener, lord-hie eppointmeni to the
position with the railroad is the mak-
ing of a new position.
se,
Non-mewl ,•arpeuters struck the;
mot retie and building in Paducah is
almost at a omelette todel. necallee
or the walkout. Work on the new
school buedinge, the Padueah tan-
nery, a uumber of private dwellings,
was dropped. An officer of the car-
penters' union stated that te men
were reeeived into the Ulli011 last
night, and during the day this nun'.
her hue been added to.
Wheu asked for their grievance
the officer replied that the contrac-
tors had promised the men a "snap
If they would werk for them and the
men did not believe they were get-
ting the "snap" and joined the un-
ion. With the walkout the contras.-
tbre are left with few men, one of
them not having more thantwe.
The work under way that is af-
fected Is the erection of the new
school on North Twelfth street by
B. T. Davis, and a Owelling on Foun-
'amn avenue: the new school en
.Jackson Ntreet, by Lockwool & Tat-
tle, and work on the Palmer House.
Gas LockWood has the contract for
the tannery'.
The work vu the schools is partic-
ularly urgent and it would not be
posertee to hare them Entailed and
equipped before December or Janu-
ary in any event. Unless the strike
is settled at once the work will 'b.
The strikers tee-di-tor - a Wig
meeting this afternoon. This is the
most encouraglog news they have re-
ceived since the walk out early in
the summer and the men sey they
will assume the aggressive at once.
with the backing of the other unions.
Talks of compromise are now heard.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the
carpenters left their hall on North
Fourth street, in a procession with a
band in the lead. They marched out
to Fountain avenue, irhere a few non-
union men were working. The pur-
pose was to get every carpenter in
the city in the tattoo After an ex-
eminatiou of the 'books the officer.;
find they have a tette membership of
176. Yesterday 131 were out and
last night the te meniliers were
added ,
None of the contractor* could be.
(Mind this afternoon to tell their side
of the controversy.
Contractor George Weikel said to-
deo- that he was not affected by the_
strike as all of his work at present. is
brick work, and had not reached . a
point for the carpenters to begin,. Ile
is building the new structure of St
Mary's academy.
A it A NOTORIOUS CRIMI NA L.
St. Lima.. I (111.1.1. Have in Custody
• eternity,. of eelleon Lang •
Omaha. Sept. 4.- - James
Clark, who with W. P. Jackswi of
St. Louis was arrested by Detectives
Deversee and 'Heitfeld of Omaha, on -
suspicion of safe blowing, has been
Identified as the notorious Morton
Hedgepath. who is alleged to be
of the best known criminate In
United States. Hedgepatb 15 years
ago was a member of the famous iv,
Wneoti gang of safe blowers and Mail
saytnen. Dick and Charles Wilson.
the man Slyn, and Hedgepath robbed
A Missouri Pacific train near Omaha.
when $50.00o was the booty. Later
they were charged with holding up
another Missouri Pacific train neat
St. 01.011:1; and getting $75.000.
Hedgetuith and Sly - were captured
near Los Angeles and the Wilson's in
Flyeacuse, where they killed a deter-
dye. Dick Wilson died in the electric
chair anti Charles le In Sing Sing.
Infant Dies on Houseboat.
Unie 'Hamer. 21 months o,d. died
ona hottaeboat back of Sowelle ts.
thu morning of typhnith fever /I
will be burled tomorrow afternotoll




School Board Elects Six More
to the Work.
Prot C. A. Noreen I•efiver. City, Cre-
ating Vacancy in Franklin
Principalship.
WHEItE THEY WILleiSE PLACED.
At the regular meetings of the
school board last night the following
assignment of teachers was made:
1A)N0FELLOW SCHOOL—A. Nt.
Iltagedstle, prinelpal; Miss Claire et.
JOhu, Miss Hattie Sherwin, Miss
Lucie Moore, MIN)
Miss Kea Larkin.
JEFFielteON SCHOOL — J. T.
Roes. principal; Miss Mabel Mitchell,
Miss Elizabeth Sineleton, Wm Flora
McKee. Mind Fannie Taylor, Miss
Marie Wilcox, Miss Susan Atchison.
MIS. Hannah Bonds.
R. E. LEE SCHOOL—J. M
principal; Wm Elizabeth Graham,
Miss Jemie Cloys, Miss Mary Bon-
durant. Miss Lour* Thomas, Mrs.
Ellen Wilcox, Miss, Audrey Taylor,
Mist Lillie Burdine.
FRANKLIN SCHOOL—L. W. Fee-
sot, Principal: Miss May Ellis, Miss
Ethel Mitchell, Mita Rose Flournoy.
Mimi Lucy Scott, Miss Elsie Hoe-
wischer, Miss Bessie Karnes, Men
Mabel Roberts.
HIGH aCH001,—W. H. Bugg.
principal: Miss Ada Braze1ton, Miss
Mamie Noble, C. H. Shrieves, Miss
Erneetine Alms, 11181$ SUS1111 Smith.
Charles E. Flack. •
DEPARTMENT—Frank Cheek, Miss
Margaret Acker, Miss Esther Boyd.
Miss Mary 0. Murray, Miss Emma
Acker, Miss Kate White, MI:* Mary
araselt
WASHINGTON SCHOOL — Mrs.
Fannie Leddrie Miss Mabel C. Iterati-
ve, Mies Carrie Blythe, Miss 011ie
Wilson, Miss Anna B. Larkin, Mi..
Eleanor Wright, Miss Catherine
Thomas, Miss Blanche Ingram, Mies
Floyd Swift, Mine Bile Ford, Miss
Catherine Powell, MIAs Addle Byrd.
M'KINLEY SCHtaeL---Mlas Em-
, ma Morgan, principal; Miss Anas-
tasia Smith, Miss Minnie Jones, Miss




Jackeen, prineleal; Mettle Anderson.
Rena Machete Cattle Emery, Zeke
Grundy, Sallie Lowery, J. L. Hamil-
ton, Mtnnie Hall.
GARFIELD BUILDING — T. D.
Hibbs, principal; Addle Howell, Ro-
setta Maple, Laura Hibbs, Georgie
'tones, Georgie Burks, Maggie Pear-
ion, Lucy Geger.
On account of the removal of Prof.
C. A. Norvell, principal of the Frank-
lin building. from the city, Prof. W.
H lieeezor, prilx•ipal of the North
Twelfth street school, was made prin-
cipal of the Franklin building. When
the new school is ready, another
principal will be elected to the Frank-
Jin
Mr. Frank Cheek was elected
teacher in the departmental work,
and Prof. Charles E. Flack, of Ea
ton, Me was elected to the chair of
history and physics in the High
school. Miss Minnie Jones was as-
signed to primary work In the Mee
Mete,- building and Mrs. Lena Ham
rind Miss Hatlene Mellroom were
elected teachers.
Minnie Hall and Joseph Hamilton
were elected to places In the colored
schools.
M. K. Cotillion was awarded the
contract for eonnecting the Weighing-
too building with the sewer for $23.
Jennie Sloan.
Caterpillar% Are a Pest.
If h:gypt had been visited with a•
piague of caterpillars, like unto the
fuzzy ones, now dropping on side-
walks and porches to be mashed into
grease spots, or slipping unobserved
down the back of the pedestrlan in
Paducah, the inhabitants might have
been Made even more uncomfortable.
In the trees the worms act like own
cousins to the tobacco pest and dis-
play in addition a tendency to slide
down inside- people's collars. On the
"sidewalks they are only less danger-
ous than a banana peel. Tree lovers
say they do not remember when the
pest of caterpillars IMF worse.
Building Inspector eredinance.
Tonight the lepPelal Con1MIttee of
the board of councilmen consisting
of Councilmen Tuttle. Crandell and
Foreman, will meet with the ordi-
nance committee In regard to the
building inspector ordinance.
Big Tobacco Meeting.
There will he a big barbecue and
public speaking at Massac on Septem-
ber 12, given by the Dark Tobacco
Growers' association, and speakers,
will tre CiMtain Stone, of KM-
lawn, and Mr. Jobn Ailed, Of Mont-
gomery county. Tenn: iTelegteerh,
Engineer Joe A. MeCann. of the
Paducah and le u I tou accommodation
Illinois Central passenger runs, is
fast lutprceing and will be home in
two weeks front the St. Louis Baptist
hospital. He has been confined there
two weeks, the result of an opera-
tion.
The interior of. Master Mechanic
R. E. Fulmer's office at the Illinois
Central shops is being beautified by
a coat of paint.
Business at the Illinois Central
shops is rushing. The machine shop
force Is full end the car repairing
force Increased by 30 men. Engines
are being repaired in all parts of the
shops. not only in machine shops and
round house, but under the tank
shed and even in the open. Every
engine is needed to handle the fast
increasing business, and the steam
hoists are kept busily puffing, coaling
the big engines.
A forerunner of what officials of
the Illinois Central expeet this winter
in the way of business is the receipt
of a consignment of 14 big engines
of the 900 class, for the Paducah and
Fulton districts of the road. They
began coming about two weeks ago,
and have been arriving in twos and
threes since. Many more are en
route here. The road also recently
ordered 3,0410 freight cars for imme-
diate use„ and at all shops increased
the repairing force that all rolling
stock be gotten inso shape for the
winter mason.
Dr. E. R. Earle, resident physician
at the Illinois Central hospital, is in
Arkansas enjoying his annual vaca-
tion.
Osioiria Respects.
"In the statement sent out from 
Chicago it is claimed that the past
fiscal year has been the most pros-
perous in the history of the Illinois
Central.
A summary of the statement fol-
lows: also a comparison made in the
report of the earnings of other roads
south of the Ohio rher with those of
the Illinois Central. The report says
in part that the gross receipts from
the traffic of the Illinois Central for
the pate fiscal year ended June 30,
shows an increase of neatily $5,000,-
000, or, to be exast, $4.974,228. The
operating expengy and taxes in-
creased $3.62S,055. This makes the
net earnings an increase of $1,436,-
173.
The report continues: "Not in the
history of the Illinois Central, rail.
road has any showing approached
this. That the big increase in net
earnings of the Iltinots Central Is
due almost entirely to Mr. Harahan's
management resulting in increased
traffic is evident from the tact
Miter big southern roads for the same
period show heavy decreases in earn-
ing,.
"Following lines south of the Ohio
river present these figures:
"Atlantic Coast Line, a lobs of over
$1.5410000 in net earnings.
"Central of Georgia, a loss of about
$5,00,00e in net earnings.
"Chesapeake & Ohio, a decrease of
about $6e0.000 in net receipts.
"Queen & Crescent, loss of $300,-
000 linnet.
"Seaboard 0.rline loss • $1,300,-
000 in net receipts.
"Southern Railway, loss nearly $2,
300.000 in net earnings.
"Illinois Central, increase $1,346.-
73 in net earnings.
•
Accidents.
Love Fagan, 29 )ears old, a car
repairer working in Paducah shop
yards, while dri$ing a spring _under
a freight car, let the spring slip. Its
rebound struck him over the left eye
and knocked him senseless.
Albert Dickerson, colored. 22 years
old, a_laborer at the Illinois Central
freight house, dropped a large piece
of,, iron on his right foot last night
and badly-crushed it.
(()1401tED CITIZENS.
Big Meeting Planned for Friday Night
U Odd Fellows Hall.
At ehe colored Odd Fellows' hall,
corner Seventh and Adams streets, a
big rally will be held Friday night,
September 6, by the colored people:
This will be their firet, opening for
the present campaign.
STEVMER (IOW DOWN.
Parewngers and Crew Rescued, But
Large Cargo Is Lag.
arksville, La.. Sept. 4.-- The
steamer H. M. Carter, of the New Or-
leans and Red River Packet Line
struck a hidden snag near•Rarbins
handing today, and went to the hot-
rem of., Bed river. the passengers
and crew were rescued and no lives
lost. The boat,. carried a large cargo,
and .it le feared that most of It till
be g total loss- The owpers have or-
dered a wrecking boat to the scene.
Bills Do you go to a barber shop
to get ithaved?
Wiis -eVes. I ern -11, :40-ar




1,41E1 PAT./MA ttitvv NING SUS:
Life Ills
of Children
Mothers and all cabers who have chil-
dren about the home cannot do tecir
familia.' a better serve ei than to team Ofsimple and reliable reinedies t aat correct
children's ailments. Many grown peo-
ple are suffering today for the igcorance
or negligence of those who had charge
of their bringing tie.
Children are prone to constipation,
and if it isn't corrected carte, the bow-
els get in the habit of not working nor-
mally and Male cisonic constipation
results that may last off and on all
through life. Then children, eat almost
continually and as a consequence indi-
gestion sets in soon followed by worms,or stomach pains, or diarrhea, or any one of adozen otber trouble.. To say tb at it will rightItself is 'witting altogether too lunch faith inchance. leis toying with the c mesentmid future health.
A better way is to give the cibUd a dose ofsomething Intended to cure that very trouble,and *offline better for the piapose is known thanDr. Caridwell's Syrup erten It Dever gritlieebut a. ts gently and as it hi a pies sant tastethe child will not refuse to tai is it. Br y • 50centor la bottle of your druilWat sad save the childfrom sickness. You theme remeraber that aChild whose stomach is in got d wor'cing ordernot likely to catch colds and f !ver d iseases. -id, Curry, of Trowbridge, 111.1 a ttr3bates theretnarkable health of her child to C r. CaldwelPtiSyrup Pepsin, which *he gives regu Ar1N- in thesedisc, dins firs Eversole, of kiln..Noro, Iii, isfrank to bay that the present i rood l'ondition ofbet live-year-old boy is entirel r dm to this won-derful remedy. Tee it is your own family andsee if yes mane5 seme these opinions. Everybottle Is guaraateed to do ass see as we claim.and the Purity Of ingpsdiarts is also vouched for.
FREE TEST Pir.,.. 1" Vaveit,.'"-lag cm this • trw am* ewes, alp ask halatierewieg as emmesisLasti  sae esti mos
reuses um is me es sel is elk sow b Owsee km. wsw Nap II for + it g yes Imo mesueseusegienfteseb.ber w bre I dime Siehstinuirs Isr deg Res. mews me ateCue a ...„.„.,. A:rimiest hem am THEPURR
Min Se MY NNW. ri.19r, WOO" O. ix, c
ilar.09__M! aid Iwou DO. d'', .111 . TIM meet
~GNI SYRUP SO.




St. Louis 0 5 4
Chicago I 5 9 ti
Batteries— Karger and Marshall;
Overall and Moran.











New York  0 2 0
Brookly n ......  . . . . 1 5 0
Batteries—Matthewroe and Bros





Phesburg ...... . . . . 2 8
Cincinnati  ets....4 10




Chicago  6 13 5















Philadelphia • 9 11 2
Washington 1 5 6
Battsees-- Waddell and Shreck:
Falkenburg and Block.
First game:
New York 2 6 3
Boston   3 9 1.




New York- 10 11 2
Boston   7 7 3
Batteries— Never and Thomas;
Pruitt and Criger.
Came called in the seventh inning
on account of darkness.
Padueiths Won Front Giants.
Tee Paducelas handed °et defeat
good and strong to the Louisville
Giants t• yesterday, says the Loulaville
Post, dy the *wore of 12 to 9. The
Paducah. started to make a runaway
game of it in the, first two inninge,
when they knocked Thomas off the•
slab and made six runs. The Giants
came up strong however, and had
the game won until Ross made an
error in the eighth, and gave the vis-
itors three runs.
Score: R. H E
Paducah 12 26 6
(Hants  9 19 7
Batteries — Paducah: Boyd and
Hall, Giants: Coleman, Thomas and
Wellncel 'Attendance-400,
The famous Leland (11anta, of Ctil-
cago, play the Louisville Gianta here
today, tomorrow and Thursday,
"He hasn't succeeded"ln his po-
litical ambitions." "NO; the trouble
with him itt. teai. he apes the swell
people.-" "That's not the trouble, HP
might ape tla, swell people n11 lie
pltweed If he'din't afterwara menkey
with tile, plain penpler",.-Catholie
Rtandard.
:Mittel! and All stet. Company.
Advanced vaudeville is what the
peeple are demanding, and all the
prominent theatrical managers. of
America have had their agents out,
with in.structiona to secure the beet,
regardless of cost. Manager Harry G.
Hinkser, of Buffalo. N. Y., has sent
out the first all-star advanced vaude-
ville company. This company Will ap-
pear at The Kentucky for three
nights and eaturday's matinee, be-
ginning Thdrielay, September 5. San-
tell, the world-famed Herentes,known
as the perfectly developed man, with
a perfect act, was one of the first
great stars secured by the directors
of the New York Hippidrome, his
performance created quite a furore in
New York City and he remained there
for an en-tire season. There are 20
performers in the company, including
Holmes and Hollister, Yankee come
dians; Carnern and •Toledo. in their
pantomime extravaganza, entitled thr
knchanted Orotto; the beautiful and
talOnte4 Burton sisters, Daly and
O'Brien. The company is now filling
a four weeks' engagement in Cincin-




The Carl Hagenbeci: & Great Wal-
lace Shows Combined will visit Pa-
dur•ah Monday, September 16, and be
seen 'in Paducah the first time com-
bined. All through the past winter
months great activity was noticeable
in and about the famous, Hagenbeck
* Wallace winter quarters, in Peru,
home of the biggest circuses in the
e ord. NlImeroui extremely odd ana
unfamiliar anima:s were added to
the already.firt-prize zoological de-
partment. Every inch of the immense
street display was renovated, re-
newed. reconstructed and rejuven.i
en: bright and glittering costuni:1.4
is now visible on every side, and in
the three rings of the circus proper
a perfect army of prominent per-
formers and acts are seen. Fifty up:-
to-date clowfrs, and otter funny fel-
lows, make things lively, too.
The Hagenbeck & Great Wallace
shows are among the largest shows
that travel 'this year, each depart-
ment having been augmented with a
wonderful series of acts, features,
novelties and attractive stunts, to
say nothing of the gorgeous additions
made to the monster menagerie, and
of course the famous trained wild
beasts exhibition is also the big ani-
mal feature. And will $e temembered
as one of the big hits at the St. Louis
world's fair.
. PALMER HOUSE ON FIRE.
ethercesly Averted at Historic
Illit ago Hostelry.
Chicago, Sept. 4.—Seven hundred
guests of the Palmer Howie. the his-
Lark hostelry at State and Monroe
streets end Wabash avenue, were
thrown into a pante at 11:15 o'clock
last night when a fire, which threat-
ened to consume the structure, broke
out in the basement under the Dun-
lap Hat company's itort- in the same
building.
Immediately after the blaze was
discovered the hotel filled with smoke
and in a moment the corridors were
congested with frightened men and
women, many in scanty attire. I who
carried. such belongings as they could
grab up in a hurry. •
At midnight tfle fire was said to be
under control, but by that time most
of the guests were in the street, and
a panic was narrowly averted.
• A Foot hell Team.
Football is here once more and
Paducah Is to be represented with a
good team. Last night a meeting of
candidates for positions on the "Col-
ley" football team was held and
Charles Rieke was elected manager.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday even
ings were selectee as practice tittles.
and also Sunday afternoons. First
practice will be held next Sunday.
MAY SUNINION JOHN I).
}Allows Letts It Re Inferred That the
Standard Magnate May Testify.
New York, Sept. 4.—Frank•B. Kel-
logg, attorney for the government In
a suit brought to dissolve the Stand-
ard eel company of New Jersey, let
It be inferred today that he intended
to summon John D. Rockefeller as a
witness before Franklin Ferris. spe-
cial examiner of Rt. Louis. When
asked if a subpoena had been issued
for the former active head of the big
corporation, he shook his head and
said: "Not yet."
"Yes." mill Miss Bute. "Mr. Kul'
her proposed to me. It was quite( a
novel experfenee."
"Nonmeiete!" replied Miss Chumley,
"you've been proposed to before."
"Oh yes, but I mean he‘ did it so
omantically It was just like a novel."
leVallrn WIII never rnnk as menet
moat Isrvt11 Oat tJ& yipd. and explain
,opor• of e bieeball gam.;
More Water Wsthted.
"And the name is to be"—ssked
the agave minister as he approached
the font with the precious armful of
fat and flounces.
"Augustus Philip Ferdinand Cor-
rIngton Chesterfield Litingston
nooks."
"Dear me!" Turning to the s. s-
tow "A little snore water. Mr. Per-
kins, if you please."—Tit-Bits.
Jest the Opposite:
"They call' the town you live in a
'woman's paradise,' do they?" said
the man with the pointed nose. "Be-
cause the women outnumber the men
five or six to one?"
"Not at all." answered the man
with the bulging brow. "Because the
men outnumber the women five 01
six to one."
There is some holte for the fool
who does not boast of his wisdom.
"The Mercy of Coming
Events."
We must all wonder, for a
moment now and then, what
strange new "brew" is being
prepared fur us by the busy
forces which we name "Cir-
cumstances."
In the home life the exit of
a servant; in the store, "some
thing happens" to our boat
clerks; In every business ven-
ture sometteng "upsets" our
favorite plan. lf we own prop-
erty, our beat tenant leaves,
or our ni:ighbor setts 'his prop
erty at a big profit--while
we "hold on' to ours, not
willingly.
Emerson expressed it:
"Man Imprisoned in mortal
lee, lies open to the mercy of
coming events."
And the truth Las led us
to consider ways and means
for "taking the sting out of"
these coming events — for
turning them into endurable
burdens. And of these ways
and means which we have
createdseehe chiefest is Want
Advertising. A wise use of
this dern cogvenience, this
instrument of service, Not
only makes coming events
merciful—it makes us to con-






We take pleasure In announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it Is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
aim burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your ‘hating dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
15c ti pt. and bottlee5e rebate
on: for bottle. Innis
25C 1 pt. and bottltit 100 rebate
for bottle.
33c 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.:
S. IL WINSTEAD









Direct front New York
11ippodrome.
• WEIONfaiDele SF,PTEMIKER
It's "High Time" to Get the
Children Their
SCHOOL SHOES
We're very busy now selling
School Shoal School opens
next Monday. Arc your chil-
dren shod for the vigorous
wear they will give their shoes?
There's no question about
where to go for Children's
School Shoes. We are un-
questionably headquarters on
Shoes for boys, girls and babies.
We particularly cell your attention to our Enhool Special at
$1.50. This shoe runs from 8'1, 11, 11 1i, 2—vier kigt,
patent tip—both lace and
button. $1.50
Our Boys' Calf School Shoes are unequaled for wesr— the
soles will stand rough usage—the
price is $2.00
Lendler 46c Lydon
"The Place to Buy 5hoes"
1Phomp t378- 309 Broadway
Mail Orders Filled. We Do Repairing.
An All Star Casti
Advanced Vaudeville
Company.
10 Big Star Acts-10
The most popular for of
amusement in, Ameri-
ca today.
Special Hot Weather Prices:
10c, 20c, 30c,
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co..
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.




Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN.GFRMAN NATIONAL BANK
A Man is Known by the Tele.
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNEWMENIONE CO.





THEY are simple to
operate; safe and
economical. Ready-at a
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BECOMING
A MOTHER
It Wes said, by a naval officer of hights an ordeal which ali
women approach with 
rank that the plan was to put on
shore duty all captains who bedindescribable fear, for
nothin compares ith
reached, an age where they could notg w e
xpect the to be advanced to. pain and horror or ,
child-birth. The thought 
miralship and
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant motherot all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her ashadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of womenhave found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robsConfinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of motherand child. This scientific liniment is a god-send to all women at thetime of their most critical trial. Not oily does Mother's Friendcarry women safely through the perils of child-birth, but its usegently prepares the system ter the coming event, prekrents "morningsickness," and other
comforts cf this pert !.
Sold by all druggists at
*Lee per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
Tie Bradfield Regulator Co., Atiantn#Ga•
MOTHIWS
FRIEND
HANGS TO BALLOON BIGGEST SHAKEUP
IN NAVAL HISTORY
BOY TAKEN INto AIR DANGLING
AT END OF ROPE.
Has Sufficient Presence of Miud to
Seize Hold of Tree Fifty Feet
-I..  Ground.
Fort Wayne, lud., Sept. 4 - Caught
by his foot on a rope dangling from
a balluon, William Roefiling, aged 12,
wag carried aloft today but essespod
by grasping the limb of a/ tree when i
fifty feet front the groun I and cling-
ing on until the rope uneound itself
from his 14-g.
The. boy was watching an amen-
Eton being made by a woman aero-
naut daring the Labor day celebra-
tion at a local park. anti, coming too
near, was caught when the woman.
eel loose. When he found himself
going up part the lower branches of
the tree be grasped one, but tbe'
limb was too light and broke off, aJ
lowing him to continue upward with
the end still grasped in his hand-.
The boy kept his wits, however..
and, as he was belga dragged over
Ile top of the tree, grabbed for au-
other bold. This time the branchl
was heavy enough to bear the straits.
and when the rope untwisted iterlf
from his leg the boy evting down-
ward. still holding tight, and clung
there 'until several men t limbed up
and rescued him, unhurt, but badly
The accIdent,%whIch occurred be-
fore a.large crowd, caused a small
sized panic and several women faint-
ed when' they-Saw the boy brio-
tied upward.
Menstield Anecdotes.
I often dined on- rarnells. There
waa a famous brewery on Cheapside,
aad I used to go there every morning
becattee I thought the smell of hops
strengthening. For a second ecnicese
I wonld stand in front of a butcher
shop, then the baker's.
One dey I determined to go to Lon
don and, try my luck. I had become
a great favorite in the provinces; so
without a penny more than my faire
1 boarded the train. The company
all came to see Me 9ff. I was me-
venially liked then; but things are l
diffefiant now. I don't know why.
An elderly lady, a meipber of our
company, thrust a £5 note into my
hand, a small fortune to one of that
VOW i.31IY. I returned it soon after
and have often looked for the old
lady to give her an engagement. She
was a crank --oaly cranks do kind
deeds in teal life.—By Himself.
COULD NOT CASH ORDER.
And Young Iliackernfth Nearly
Warred to Death in New York.
New York, Sept. 3.--An unusual
case come tc) the attention of the p0.
lire Sunday titiAlt when -they found
Richard Reynolds, a young Swedish
blacksmith, who came here from Wa-
_ sertown  N Y.:W./tee Prince _4111101.
wandering about the streets in a
starving condition despite the fact
that he had in his posseweion a men-
ey order calling for $10.50. The
money order only reached "I•ynolds
Sunday morning, in reply to a ri
quest he bad sent to his hdine for
funds, and, as it WAS Sunday% he
could not get it. cashed. Reynolds
;oho had nothing to eat since-Friday.
• wandered about until night, when,
nearly insane from hunger, he 
s pealed to the police. He was taken to
a reetattrant, where he ate ravenous-
and Will be oared for antil he can
get his order cashed and start for
home.
WRECKED ON ITS INITIAL TRH,.
lAwinnotive Rolls Down Bank
Fireman Is Killed,
Only Four of Present Captains
Will Make Loss Trip.
Depaitment Intend% That Young
Shall neve Beuefit of 'four
To t irient.
I SONIE CH I \CIES PHOPOSICD.
New York, Sept. 4.— The biggest
shakeup in the history of the United
States navy, is now 11:1 Jprocess of ar-
rangement by the secretary of the
nay), who has the approbation of
President Roosevelt in the plan out-
lined.
Of the oEl..ers now commanding
the 18 battleships to make the lung
voyage from the Atlantic to the Pa-
ci fit for a world brating cruise, only
four captains now commanding. ships
wtil Make the trip. Th* president and
secretary of the navy have agreed to
forward the long desired plan of ad-
vancing young men to the fighting
•line and send their eideri to the rear,
and of the 18 captains who will com-
Arland and be responsible for the
stou,ov000u worth of armament
land equipment to be sent through
the strait of Magellan to the Pacific
14 will be men younger than the cap-
tains now in command.
! Some Wises -Will Make the -Tries. -,
, The fo:lOwing captains will hold1
thei r•sti lies any' make the trip: Pot-
of the VeTinont. Vreeland, of thy
Kansas, Osterhaus of the ConnecC-
'tut, and Wainwright of the Louisiana




!idler io Follow Maneuvers.
The shakeup will occv wholesale
Just after the finish of the targe:
practice and maneuvers off Cape Cod
this tuonth. The work of the nettle-
ships in these maneuvers wi:I be the
first of its kind ever ordered by the
depai talent. Na.val officers are wait-
lug for thin practice with the keenest
a rear ad-
two years
interest. New range finding apparat-
us hap been invented of recept years
ard where only recently the target
practice of the United States battle-
ships at 4,00-0 yards was considered
almost without equal on the part of
the skips of any other navy. Uncle
Sam's present Prriposition is to
make world records at 6.000 yards
tinder fill speed and under condi-
thins that promise to test the limit
of capacity of maneuvering and gun-
nership of the American man and of,
flcer.
The present captains of the big new
ships will engage in these naanenverg
and el:I then be relleved -to make
way for the younger ones. Just who
will take the placce of the captains to
be sent ashore no one knows outside
of thee- department. By the time -the
fleet le ready to start on its long trot-
-age there will be plenty of men of
the rank of captain. younger men
with plenty of eagerness to engage in
the responsible task.
MIT FINE MINERS FOR STRIKING
Joint Meeting of Indiana Boards to
Determine Disputes' Question.
Terre Haute, Ind.. Sept.
require a Joint meeting of the state
executive boaids of the Indiana mln-1
era and operators to decide if 400,
men at a John R. Walgh coal win,
are liable to a fine of $1 a day each,
as prescribed by a contract, for strik-
ing pendatg an arbitration. The
miners took their twig away, which
is claimed to Mean minting employ-
ment and not striking
WOUNDED
KILLS MA Re H IL OF MISSOURI
ToW \ IN BATTLE.
Advatiee Agent of of Safe
Blowers, lingers Reteeen Life
and Death,
• 
Sept.St. Louis,  4.—After mortally
toward retirement time, but his ger- wounding Acting Marshal Al Kopf,
vice during the Spanish war ad- of Pacific. Mo., 35 miles west of St
retired him in rank so rapidly that ha
Is one of the first In line for a rear
admiraiship, and will be saved the re-
Louis, Clarence Anderson, a "yegg-
-man," or advance man for safeblow-
gret or being put ashore during his 
ere and postoffice robbers was him-
self shot today by a physician hurry-:atter yeargof active service.
ling to Korpla side and whose horseAmong naval officers of high rank
and buggy be demanded to escape In.it was said today that Capt. McCrea.
Anderson. is in the Pacific jail, hover-commanding the Georgia might also
ing between life and death. Kopfbe kept in has command, making five 
 died at noon.of the present captains to stay aboard -
ship for this cruise. But his date of
Anderson and three companions.
Stretirement Is in 1913. only six years 
. Louis, approached Pa-
hence, and It is said that his case Is 
cifie at. 8 a. m. Tuesday, quarreled
In doubt.
The captains who will be sent
ashore to make room for younger of-
ficers of the same rank are Seaton
Schroeder of the Virginia, William
W. Kimball of the New Jersey, J. B.
Murdoch of the Rhode' Island, Sam-
lel P. Comly, of the Alabama. Got-
fried Frocklinger of the Illinois, Her-
bert Winslow of the Kearsarge. Ed-
ward B. Barry. of the Kentucky,Lew-
is C. Hellner of the Ohio, Giles B.
Herber of the Maine, John Hubbard
of the Minnesota. G. A. Merriam of
the Missouri and probably the cap-
tains. Albertaa. Berry and Theodiri
Porter of the armofed cruisers Ten-
nessee and NVashingtom
Itsdlieved From nes Duty.
Thsr-tntsrrtam-rit-ttra -Train-
men$ to relegate the older captains to
the rear and put the younger ones in
command of the great new battle-
ships of the fleet became known
through an official communication to
the first of the captains to prepare for
duty ashore. This communicaron
Was delicately, even with kindnese,
put. and it informed the particular
captain that his relief from 'seaduty
at this time was in no way a criti-
cism by the department on his ea-
pacar las the commander of a first
class battleship of the United States
navy. It Is said to have also extend-
ed hi explasation•so far rev to give
comfort to the captain by assuring
!trot that the other eains, save
those --given above, who will retain
„nd i their commands, would also be put
'ashore.
An effort to secure the name
Marysville, 0„ Sept'. 4--1n Its first
trip today a mammoth New York Con
tral engine ju.m.ped the track and
rolled down an embankment. The
fireman, Mbert Weider, of Delaware.
'Ohio, was fatally injured. Charles
MeGulge, the engineeis remained at
- his place add 'escaped with trivial in.
The Evening Sur--10c. • week.
and came to blows. Their loud words
alarmed Mrs. Mary, Lynde, whose
home Is near the railroad, a quarter
of a mile west of Pacific, and she
telephoned for Kopf.
When the acting marshal approach-
ed the "yeagmen" warned his away.
declaring they would kill him if he
Interfered in their quarrel. Kopf pro-
nounced them all under arrest as he
approached to seize Anderson, one
"yeggman" whipped forth a revolver
and fired.
The bullet entered Koisf's breast,
penetrated the pleural cavity and
deed near the spine. Anderson sped
toward Pacific. His companions scat-
tered and have not been caught.
Mrs Lynde witnessed the shooting
a. wiudnier  tinier haino a#34 tele_ 
Phoned for Dr. MeNay. .He jumped
into his buggy with Michael Belts
who happened to be in his office, and
they lashed the horse tovrard the
scene. _
On the way to Mrs. Lynde's hoine
the buggy pared Dr. MeNay's hlise
and was just in front of It when An•
aerson, panting from his long run.
sprang its-to the eenter of the -road
and, with leveled revellyer. demand-
ing that the men give up the horse
Mid buggy.
The men climbed out of the buggy.
Benz sped toward the business dis-
trict of Pacific, giving the alarm. Dr.
hicNay entered his home and pro-
cured a shotgun. •
Instead of taking instant advaetage
of this, Anderson., seated in the buggy
iwith his revolver in one hand and the
of reins caught in the other, kept his
this the, first of the captains of the eyes warily on Dr. MeNay's houee.
;fill. 
:Trees in front of the htiuse sheltered
t
fleet to be put aside WAR unsuoress-
Ihim from fire from the front door,
I The change in the commanders of .and he anparently wait eci Dr. Me-the ships at this time has so far ad- Nay's appearance to shoot at him.
vaneeti and so much of detail of thel .
i
Iplait has beceme known in the line of; Proud Fathers-My child leonly a
the naey,three there Is nes-other topic month old, and he cries for the moon.
of- pony-en:ahem arnong.the °filters nt i Proud Mother—Mine ign1 I Week
the fleet which A4[1511111 Evans will old, and he eries*for the Milky 'way.
take from the Atlantic to the Pacific:- Puck.
i
SEVEN LIVE TURTLES IN OUR WINDOW I
Each turtle has one of the letters of our name painted on his
back and, if you are the first person to see them so arranged that
they spell the name "Gullett," you get
Ten Dollar Gold Piece
This is a little advertising scheme of ours, but it is going to be
profitable to somebody to the extent of a shining, new ten dollar
gold piece. The point is that we want you to see "GULLETT'S
inside and outside, for it's a mighty, interesting place these days
with its slashing reductions in every department.
One-half off on all straw hats. Deep cuts on men's shoes and boys' school
shoes. Final cut on men's and young men's suits. One-fourth off on all
outing shirts. Last cut on boys' school suits. Any outing suit in house $5.
U. 0. Oullett & Co.
312 Broadvvay.
We Carry the Union Store Card
PHILL1P1NE COAL
MAY SUPPLY AMERICAN [if
IN ASIATIC WATEILe.
Secretary Taft Orders operation.' '1,.
C ,,,,, mewl. in di...Raton coal
Mine.
Washington, Sept. 4.— Secretar
Taft decided before•leavhig Washing-
ton to authorize immediate work in
the listen Coal mint*. In the Philip-
pines. This it one of the questions
that came to the front am a reknit
the talk of war with Japan. It was
pointed out that if war should actu-
ally come, whether with Japan or any
other power, the Licited States would
be In a most unfortunata position I:,
the matter of her coal supply in the
east.
He allotted $56,000 to be expended
this year in getting machinery and
working the mines. The work will b.
done tin,ler the supervision, of a
skilled °facer of the quarterma4er-
general's department.
Major Daniel E. McCarthy. in mak-
ing a report on Cie matter recently,
cs:c1 that it was proposed to use the
Satan coal op the transports and
eventually suppiy the ships of the
navy on the Asiatic station.
MANSLAUGHTER CHARGK.
Against Genern1 Manager of Neu
York e'entral.
New' York, Sept. 4.— Alfred II
Smith, vire president and general
manager of the New York Central
Railroad. must stand trial on a
charge of manelee•ghter in the second
degree because of a wreck of the elec-
tric train im the Harlem railroad at
Woodiawn. Februlary IC, hest. ac-
cording to a decision handed down tr,
day by Siiprenoe Court Judge Ole-
genie. • '
cows are-In your corn,
eel." .
"Let 'Pm eat it," *aid tips Colonel.
"Two revenue men have collared me
moonshine distillery and the legiala-
tune is trvin' to run the whole state
dry."—Atlanta Constitution.
"Slowboy has- been slaving away
at that desk for 20 years or so. Won
derby heir neree,been promoted.-
"Why, he's always taken a pride in
doing more than he's paid for, and
hie employers have been afraid the:,
couldn't find a man to fill his place."
--Puck.
"Do you think his interest In art
will ever amount to anything?"
"No," answered Miss Cayenne
"He is too well off te become an art-
ist himself and not rich enough- to
become a connoisseur. "—Washing-
ton Star.
Judge (contemptuously) -- Well.
you're an elegant specimen of mare
bend, I declare!
Mike itrying to be politels-Shaje,
04 am, Yer Honor; an' If 01 wasn't
andher oath Ord-eay ez mueb - for
ynreeet.----Judge.














Will be prominently fea-
tured the last week in Sep-
tember. Every race will




September 24, 2/5, 26,27
SIm Masud Dollar! in Purses add Premiums
Everybody likes the runners and
there will be over fifty quartered
on the popular West End Track.
FIVE BIG RACES EVERY AFTERNOON
SEVEN BIG SHOW RINGS EVERY NIGHT
_seem aunt _addictedetetssituummimi
suicide. .Their average is 250 self-
murderers per million persons p. -
KILL THE COUCH





too Settle FreeNoO 





For beautifying your yards and
estimates on dower beds we
call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
find most complete SW& of
flowers and plants in the City.
Tree delivery to arty





Great Reductions on Summer Shoes
SECOND
WE want to reduce' our st'ocks to make room forFall Goods and, as you know the great values
we offer in these sales, you should be quick to
profit by them.
POR THE LADIES
John Foeter'e $5.00 Patent Kid Pumps  *4 00
.John h'oster's $5.00 Patent Kid .... 4 00
John Foster* $4.00 Patent. Kid Oxfords.,.   3 00
Regent $.3,50 Patent Kid Two Button  '  2 50
Regent $350 Gun Metal Pump a .......... ...... ....... .....--- ..... ..... 2 00
5254) Patent Ribbon Titre — 2-00
$2.50 Patent Kid Tip Oxfords 1.50
20 per cent reduction on all Ladies' White 'mires Oxfords
Equally as great, reductions on Men's and Children's Shoes,






et taltNNOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PURISM/18 CO.
INCOR PON A TED
F. M. IVISHEit. Presid at.
E. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
Metered at the postothes it Pselstiab.Ks, as second class mattes.
gatileCatIPTIon RATICas
Ilia DAILY soar
By carrier. per week 
De matt. per month in advance... MIiny Nan. per year, In advance....12.110
TIRE WEEKLY IIVIV
Poe year, by mail. postage paid. .$1.00
Address THE suw, Paducah. Ky.
Office. iis South Taira. Phone MS
Payne & Young. Chicago ..ad New
Turk, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
















6 3846 2o '3928
a 3829 21 3917
7 3834 22 3908,
a ' 3S37 23 3933
9 384a) 24 3e.a9
30 3660 26 3932
12 3830 2' 3900
13 3826 28 3914
14 3825 29 3928
16 3898 30 3940
31 3886
Total  104.897
Average for August. 1907 .... 3,885
Average for August, 1906 .... 3,940
Personally appeared before me
4 this September 3, 1907, R. D. Mac-
Millen, Business Manager of The Sun,
who affirms that the above statement
of the circulation of The Sun (or the
month of August, 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January 23.-
19.06.
Daily Thought.
''He who .ends afflictions sends al-
ways the way of escape; not from it,
but through It "
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor-Augustus B. Will-
eon, of Lewisville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Om of Mown county.
For Attorney General-James
Breathitt. of Christian county.
For Auditor-Prank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
For Secretary of Stati)r. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structied-J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
!aunty.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
e--N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court to- Appeals-
Napier Adams et Pulaski county.
For Legislature--George 0. Mc-
Broom.
'Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
jay Treasurer John J. Dorian
City C'erk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor Harlan Griffith
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. It Oeh:schlaeger, Jr., CA
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen- Second ward, Al B.
Young; Third ward, C. Is Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees- Find ward, W. K.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills: 
two and twenty, whether they are
hirelings or not, is of very little sal-
ecutIve act., entered heartily into the
proceedings and performed yeoman
service in behalf of the prosecution.
One would think two attorneys paid
by the osy, opposed to two attorney,
employed by the defense. should be
sufficient for all the requirements of
the occasion. The fact :s clear that
City Solicitor Campbell and Mr.
Campbell Flournoy attended to the
prosecution, and for that reason Mr.
Flournoy earned his fee, but the ne-
ceseity for his services is a trifle be-
oeid us
If anybody finds a louse earth-
quake lying around anywhere, he will
please inform the Washington weath-
er bureau, which has lost one.
With all that hot air circulating
around the capital of Marshall coun-
ty Monday, western Kentucky might
have been prepared for some atmos-
pheric disturbance.
Of course, that amended skating
ordinance, prescribing an age HMO
on sidewalks skaters, will keep the
young ladles off the streets. They
wouldn't tell their ages for anything.
McCracken county magistrates
may think the coroner holds unneces-
sary inquests, but they are going the
wrong way about it. AS the fiscal offi-
cers of the county, they have the
right to investigate the coroner's fee
account, but they can't restrict that
powerful officer in he discharge of
his duty.
PRECEPT AND EXAMPLE
"It is pleasing to note these evi-
dences of political independence---a
dispoeiVon to demand- honesty, abil-
ity and proper qualifications for the
office on the part of the candidate in
preference to party regularity. says
the Owensboro Inquirer "It is too of-
ten the case that a candidate of eith-
er dominant party has no claim to
many except 'regularity'-'never
scratched e ticket.' But the day Is
rapidly passing when the fellow who
boasts that he)has always voted the
ticket, even if a 'yeller dog' was the
nominee can defeat the candidate
who makes every cairn necessary ex-
cept 'regularity.' It is not, the ablest,
best and most intelligent men who
always 'rote her 'straight,' even
though the nominee maybe no more
than one of the 'yeller dog' variety.' "
Then. may we hope, you will cease
abusing the Courier-Journal for prat--
tieing what you preach?
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. 0. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, 1. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morrie.
School children now hare a chance
to size up their prospective teachers.
If we had interurbans we could
get better- rates for the horse show.
Well, what do we have a board et
public works for, if It Isn't bp hav_e
som-e-body to blame when things go
wrong?
Still, the county officials shouldn't
take :t too hard. Neee-ej the rest-of
as got-free telephones for the use of
our highways, either.
WHERE WAS TI1E CITY ATTOR-
NEY?
There is no one to gainsey the
fact ttiat Attorney Campbell Flour-
noy earned all the city paid him for
his services In the Hugh Boyle liquor
ease; but when one contemplates the
fact that the city has an attorney em-
ployed to prosecute cases in the po-
lice court, and, as a matter of
course, stay with the cases and fight
them through the court of appeals,
the necessity for hiring an outside at-
toraerto look after the work. is not
quite clear to the average citizen.
Ilitottiially Is it 'strange. since thei
any aolicitor, who represents the
ATHLETICS IN SCHOOLS.
Sir John W.. Byers, one of the
speakers before the international con-
gress on school hygiene which was
held recently In London, and presi-
dent of the session of physical educa-
tion and training :n personal hygiene,
urged the importance both of system-
atic physical exercise and of games.
but In referring to gamest he uttered
a warning, against professionalien.
and quoted approvingly these lines
from the editor of Punch:
Yet II a hundred scenes, all much
the same,
I know that weekly half a million
men
(Who never actually played the
game).
Hustling like cattle herded in a
Pen.
Liaok on and shout,
While two and twenty hirelings
hack a ball about.
Considered as a contemptuous re-
flection upon fans and rooters, we do
not think much of these lines be-
cause • good game is worth seeing as
well as playing, and this is true of
college, school and professional
games. But now that we are near the
opening pf another school and col-
lege year it is pertinent to remark
that athletic - reduced down to tie
ne. The half million boys and more
should all participate in games out ot
doors and thukArive a direct bene-
fit from them. They should go In for
some exercise besides, mere howling.
and when they are present at inter-
collegiate contests they shoals] be as
different as possible from the touth
and bookmakers and queer crowds
that have given such a sport as horse
racing an evil name the country over.
The college or school game may
have a value as healthy play ay be
an important factor in phyttietM train-
ing, may help develop 'strong quali-
ties of mind and character, but only
If It Is entered into in the right spirit
and is not absolutely centralized in
an eleven, a nine or ttn eight to the
exclueiOn of the many and the exces-
sive training of the few. This reminds
us, moreOver. that for one and all
there is need of Dr. Byers' warning:
"Nlialle urging the Importance of
Physical education let me say that it
must not he overdone either in the
case of boys or girls; rather It must
be regarded simpfy as a necessary'
and useful adjunct to the cultivation
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maser as the legal dIrettor of his ex- 
'Women Bread Winners in Kentucky
Estimated by Federal Census Bureau
Washington, Sept. 4.-There has up to twenty-one, la,a9a, or le .6
been a census bulletin issued by the per cent, were breadwinners. Of all
census bureau on the women of the the women on the state betwees
United States Who are breadwhaners. twenty-one &tad twenty-four, 15,24•
It shows that women are entering the or 18.2 per cent., were breadwinner,
counting house, the market and prae- Of all women in the state betwee,
tically all the vocations of life in twenty-Ave and thirty-four, 22,71s
greater proport lone every year. For or 14.3 per cent., were breadwinners.
tragsace, in 19400 there were 15.5 Of all between the ages of forty-five
per cent, of the women of Kentucky and fifty-four, 12,049, or 15.4 per
who earned their own living. In 1890 cent., were breadwinners Of all be-
there were 14.4 per cent, who were tween fifty-live and sixty-four, 7,715,
breadwinners. in 1880 only 10.7 of or 15.6 per cents were breadwinners.
the women of Kentucky were bread There were 3,070 women of uncer-
winners. tam n age. Of these 685. or 22 per
This increase in the preeentage of cent., were breadwinners.
women who from one cause or an- There are 74,656 women living in
other are going out to earn a livell- the cities of the state, having a popu-
hood for themselves has been marital fition of F0,000 and over, who are
the country over. In 1900 there 'were sixteen years old find over. Of •` • -•
24.6 per cent. of all the women in 21,831, or 29.2 per cent., are b:' --
the United States earning a winners. There are 560,674 wones
hood. In 1890 there were 19 per of sixteen years and over, lives
cent., and in laSO there were only the smaller cities, and rurai
le per cont. Of whom 76,350, or 13.6 per cep!
The -percentage of women In Ohio are breadwinners.
who were breadwinners was 16.9 There were in 1900 2,350 vowel,
per cent. in 1900. In 1890 it was 14.7 agricultural laborers in the state.
per cent., and in 188a) it was 10.8 There were 1a,680 warmers planters'
per cent. In Indiana 13.8 per cent. and overseers In the state who wer
of the women of the Mate were bread- women,
winners in 1900. In 1890 there were Actresses and Allow women in tie
11.9 per cent., and its 1880 the niallt- state were forty-five in number.
ben at work was only 8.3 per cent. of There were 1 omen in the state '
the total number. who are artists and teachers of art. I
The bulletin shows that in 1900 Literary and scientific pursuits
there were 63,533 women in the state gave employment to fifty women
of Kentucky sixteen yeare old and breadwinner* In the state,
over, of whom litele I* were bread- Music and the teetering of lutes
winners. los 18100 there were 536.- employed $72 women breadwinn.
287, of whom 77.485 were breadwin-
ners? In 188e there were 439,034
In the state.
Mere were in 1900, let; w011-1,
women of sixteen and over in the employed as government officials
Mate, of whom 49,035 were bread-
winners.
Of the bread winters in Kentucky
who were women of sixteen and over,
In 19-00, 47,880 were of native par-
entage, or 10.2 per cent. Of foreig•
parentage there were 12,364, of 23.7
per cent. Of foreign birth there
were 906. or 12.9 per cent.
Of the total number of women In
the state in I 900 of sixteen years and
City Cousin (effusively)-• My wife
and I, Ctinsin Johstia, certainly have
spent a very -pleasant month on your
beautiful lace. We feel that we owe
you a greet deal. Country 'Cousin--
8o you do. and what air you 1-gob'
to settle it"--Beitimore 'American.
Kentucky.
There were 98 women physlela ,
and surgeons in the state.
There were 6.052 Women tva(•!1.
and professors in colleges.
Of barbers and hairdressers










We've made great provision in
School Clothes. We've been there
ourselves and know exactly what
school boys require in clothes.
We've Sailor, Blouse, Reefer and
Norfolk Suits, made from handsome,
but durable fabrics, strongly sewed
and reinforced where the strain
comes. Couldn't do better if we
charged more.
We guarantee our School Suiti to
do all that can be expected of them,
and we find that they always do
more.





ROLLERIn addition to thew there are, of
eotirse, scores of other occupations in
which women are engaged.
TOWN 0EVERS LIRE TO CUPID.
Emmett. has., Will Glie a Preece' to
Young Couples.
Marysville. Kies. Sept. 4.- The
merchants of ,Emmett, a new town
southwest of here, are offering pres-
ents of furniture to couples under 25
years of age who will marry before
January I. 1908. and settle within
the town limits. Emmett is prosper-
ous, has a bank, a newspaper, and a
school house. but .t needs more citi-
zens.
HALL CAINE'S HEALTH FAILS.
English Playwright on the Verge of
a Nervous Breakdown.
London. Sept 4.-- Hall Caine, who
was lanevented by Oleos frem attend
ing the production of his new version
of "The Christian" at the Lyceum
theater on Saturday night, is suffer-
ing front nervous exhaustion. Dr.
Marshall says the result may be a
breakdown unleam be takes the refit
that he needs.
The man who has no time for an
occasional laugh needs a vacation.
osr-ft-e"ft•ok back
Underwear Reductions Jiham
Al the New Store
Our better grade underwear,
too, is now being included in
the tremendous saerifice which
we are making to "clean
stocks" during this semi-an-
nnal clearance sale. The va-
riety and extent of our under-
wear display is a matter of
especial pride with us. Good
valneg at any time; good
enough to lay away at these
prices
'Ken's r.(6 Palley Lisle and Bal-
briggan l'oderwear, suit. Si 60
Men's $2 54) Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, suit ...$2.00
Men's $3 00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, suit_ 92.40
Men's 44.00 Fancy Lisle and Bal-
briggan Underwear, Mutt . $3.20
Men's $4.50 Fancy Lisle and Bal
briggan Underwear, suit_ 11.3 60
Men's $3.00 Fancy Lisle an Bal-
briggan Underwear, suit. a1.00
COAL FAMINE THREATEED.
Ail of hentueki Ktorpt %long Ohio
Rivet, Will Suffer.
Lex.ngton. ky., Sept. 4.- Practi-
cally all of Kentucky except the por-
tlqn directly- adjacent to the Ohio
river, is threatened with a coal fam-
ine, according tb wholesale coal deal-
ers. A wholesaler here, who repre-
sents a group of mines In Kentucky.
which supplies the state with coal
says the shortaga of cars to haul coal
from the mines and shortage of then
to mine coal causes the shortage in
product Ion
Limit the Coroner.
Fiscal court yesterday afternoon
Instructed Coroner Frank Laker not
to hold an inquest over sou body un-
til authority is gotten from the coun-
tyattorney or attending physician.
It iv the idea of the court to do away
with the expense Of so many inqueets
unlees they be necessary, and when
thought to he neoessara by either
the county attorney or attending
physician. may be held. Heretofore
Coroner Eaker has held inquest or
Inquisitions over every hotly where
death came when a physician was not
attending
A dozen fire extinguishers at $30
each were ordered purchased for the
poor farm.
Charles E. Graham, fornierly coun-
ty court clerk. was allowed $450 for
DESBERGER'S EADEGRAND L !
SKATING
WITH COMMITTEE
Age Limit to be Placed on
Sidewalk Skaters.
Mayor )(closer Pokes Up Building In-
spector Ordinance-Two rote-,
meters, Oe It.
BUSY SESSION LAST NIGHT.
Roller skating did not give the
council such a tussle after all. After
a few short talks against "the nuie-
env.," the board decided the proper
thing to do was to place an agellimit
oh the skaters. Before the session
began members of the council wete
searching through the rule book, and
to their satisfaction found the rule
that prevented their taking up the
matter, because it had been defeated
within the last six months. How-
ever, Mayor Yeiser pointed Out that
rule 36'gave them power to take it
up.if a majority voted "aye."
A few minutes after the meeting
was ca-tied to order light steps were
heard in the ball and every member
looked to the door, expecting some-
thing. Ten women walked In and
took seats quietly. A Mr. Jones
said he could point out to the board
where the gloating was damaging therecording four settlements extending pavement. One member of the deft.-fourteen years when Mr. Ora gation said she did not rare if thefirst went into office,
the disposition of finances
,asunty.
Other- business before adjourn-
ment was routine.
"howl" skaters did soon wear out the walk,of the
Revenue Collection Increase.
Revenue collections for last
month amounted to $10,192.64. The
number of stamps issued was 475,
which is an increase of about 425
over the month of ditty. The increase
is due to the rescinding of the new
law that went into effect January 1.
Will Go to Philippines.
3Ir. Earl T. Halstead, of Madison
street, Will leave tomorrow night for
Leavenworth, Kass to Join the Eigh-
teenth infantry, which will leave Sep-
tember 10 for the Philippine island*:
Mr. Halstead has been in the service
for two years and' recently enlisted
for another term.
YOU DON'T nAVE TO WAIT
Every door makes you teelbetter. LaurPo•
keeps your whole lasidee right. sold on the
mosey back plus everywnere. Price Si) cents.
First Delegates For Bryan.
Lima, 0., Sept. 4.-----Former Con-
gressman Harvey C. Garber, chair-
man of the Democratic state exectt-
tivocommittee, won a victory in this, introduced a resolution Oro the board
the Fourth, district today. 'An effort of public works be helmeted to ask
was made to qppose the.Oarber slate for bids forthe grav.eieng of Twenty-
to no avail, and as Garber standssfoo4serond and Twenty-thira streets, be-
since then she might have a peaceful
rest at night.
All speeches were not strictly
stroller skating, but the resi-
dents asked relief from 'thebtg boys
who monoplizee the sidewalks_ and
keep the smatter childreit off.
Apropos to the falling of the build-
ing on Broadway and the crushing
down of the American Expresso office,
Mayor Yeiser suggested the expedi-
pace of creating ffie office of building
inspector. The mayor suggested that
special committee elipuld be ap-
pointed to take up the matter. In
response Councilman Foreman lurid
the ordinance had been wrfttetr, but
there were several clauses In, it that
did not suit everyone and they had
been trying to improve R. President
Lindsey appointed on the special
committee Councilmen Tuttle, Cran-
dall. and Foreman. He raid it was
better to send this committee to get
after the other one.
President Lindsey.
After the completion of the regu-
lar business President Lindsey asked
Councilman Lackey tO take the chair.
When President Lackey asked for
new b si nese and President Lindsey
Cursrmwslittliem AVE) BOYS William JenningsSlailrehe Nemo- tweet, Trimble and Mildred streets,
an is assured the Stitt dalegatea rho- in event of it. failure that the mayorsesineasappemossgooneowaregob.e a -n to the national eenvention, ibe instructed to do so, _The reeotu-
out, e ego through without a dissent-
l ing vote. City Engineer Washington
xpiained that the work was planned
'0 be done this summer, but in giv-
:ng it out for publication the two
streets had been omitted.
Horse Traders.
A communication was received
from Frank Dunn, the city weigher,
asking that relief be afforded 'the
city scale yards from the horse
traders. On busy dass the traders
are in the way and do pot bring any
revenue to the city. Mayor Yeiser
thought it a matter wortny of con-
sideration, and asked that it be re-
ferred to the ordinance committee
and the board passed the recoldo
mendation.
Councilman Duvall Ina ie t'ae mo-
tion that the orditara oorninittee
bring in an ordinance, compel tog
the traction company to place on
each end of all its cars the latest
improved fenders. The motion pass-
ed unanimously.
Expenses for the month amount-
ing to $11,730.18, were allowed by
the board.
Dr. D. J. Foster complained that
heavy wagons on Jefferson street are
run with the wheels on one side er
the concrete gutter, damaging the
curb. The mayor thought it a 1‘14: -
ter of importance and it was referrer,
to the ordinarree committee..
Business men of Evaterville have
chartered the steamer John 9, Hop-
kins and invited the city to send rep-
resentatives. The Commercial duly
received the letter and the cotioca re-
ferred it to the finance cenuitIttee
. Miscellaneous Business,
Notice was given the city by the
mayor that Frank Parham had filed
suit against the city for the lows -of
bed clothing destroyed eeseral years
ago. The board referred it to the
finance committee and city soioster
R. S. 13arnett, sanitary inspector,
was given a leave of absence for 30
days and Robert tax was appointed
In his place.
.Tohn W. - Little asked for exemp-
tion from taxes for five years. His
factory recently burned and he in-
tent:1e rebuilding. It was referred to
the finance committee.
The deed for the sale of the old
city hospital to John Holmes was
ratified by the council.
The ordinance, prohibiting men
from riding with prostitutes In car-
riages or walking with them on the
streets, was given second - passage.
The word "knowingly" was placed
In the o‘clinattee. Considerable Aile-
en's-Ion with brought up over the or-
dinance, as to its efficacy.
The ordinance,•requiring the meat
and milk Inspector to examihe dairy
COWS once every Rix months for tu-
berculoses was given first.passiage.
The ordinance, reading that one
may make application for a liquor
license at a location only once for
every six months was given first
passage. Councilmen Lackey. Crans
dell and Mayer voted "nay.''
The ordnance, providing for the
sale of a frail lee ;tot, a street car_
line in Mechanicsburg was given first
passage.




the street committee in place of
Councilman Herzog.
There is room for only eight more
graves in the colored section of Oak
Grove cemetery and relief must be
given. Councilman Williamson and
City Engineer Washington will look
over the new addition at once and
arrange for graves.
In Mallet, Court.
The warrant charging Jesae Well,
the young automobile enthusiast.
with disorderly ,condloct, for speeding
his machine within the city Omen,
was continued in police court this
morning. There were several motor-
ists on hand to hear the testimony,
Harry Smith, colored, chargea
with throwing a brick. Into a Row-
landtown car, was ready for trial
except that the man who lalla struck,
was absent from the city. The war-
rant was filed sway.
Other cases: Dave Johnsondrunk,
61 and coats; B. B. Nell, breach of
ordinance, $5 and costs; Ed Rawlin-
son and John Earn, breach of peace,
$5 and no emits each', Faulkner,
drunk arid disorderly, $10 and costs;
Bud Elrod and Crill Broyles, breach
of peace, former lined 85 and latter
dismissed; Jerry McAllister, colored,
colored, breach of peace, continued.
Tom Wood. eolored drunk, $10 and
costs; W'SI Bishop, cruelty to ani-
mals, dismissed: Arthur Dunn, $10
and costs, and Will Taylor. 1 cent
and no costs for breach of peace; Dr.
Hardwick. Blank Ward, breach 01
peace, $5 and costs each; E. Vs'yett,
obtaining board by tetse pretenses.
continued.
Holt Billingsley, a bartender, Was
tined $35 and costs for breach of
peace. He was charged In an indict-
ment with maliciously striking Mar-
i-vin Polk.
Marriage Licenses.




John Randolph Reid to Effie Louise
Polk. _
•
to Maggie 31. fts-
County ,Court.
Philip B. Clark was appointed
guardian for Fred C. (Nark.
Pinkerton.% Body Arrives.
New York, Sept. 4.-The body of
Robert A. Pinkerton, head of the
eastern division of the Pinkerton De-
tective Agency, who died suddenly at
sea, arrived here today on board the
Bremen,
EIGHT ARE DROWNED.
Mother and Seven Chiloiren Perish
In New Mexican Flood.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 4.-
New5 has just been received here that
Moat Louisa Hill Carabajal, wife of it
farmer, and seven children, were
drowned in a flood .resulting from
heavy rains, in, Alamo creek, Sierra
county. last Friday night. The liotel
rousted damage estimated at $60.0Q0.
-She (sentimentelly)-Ah, Gaston,
dosatee know what "to love" Is!
Re--To love? Why, of 'course, it's



















Dr. Peudley ring 416.
-Dr. Moyer residence phone 464;
Offlee 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40034
Broadway. Phone 196.
-City subscribers to the %Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun oftle, No attention will
be paid to retch orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by asi transfer company in
Amaritit. Fine carriage* for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
- -Kodaks' from $1 to $25. Some-
thing new in the Jine and all neces-
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clemente & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your fiends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as often as desired, and the
rate is only 25e a month.
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
just receiver. iBranson's, 529 Broad-
way.
-Dr. J. W. T. Patterson, of 4e15
North Twelfth street, announces that
In future he may be reached by new
phones 661 or 150A instead of old
phones 1161-m or 2099.
-Place your orders rot weddl-g
Invitations at he. The Sun Is
Showing as great' an assortment as
you will find anywhere, st prices




cheapest. We rent bug-
gies. carriages and horses separately.
Both phones 1(10. Copeland's Stable,
419 Jeffersoa street.
-Mrs. Dorian's private school
will open Monday, September 9. Com-
plete literary and commercial courses
Call or address 5413 South Fourth
street. Old phone 1478.
-Mrs. Iseman wifl organize a
Grove of the W. 0. W. tomorrow
night at the Olive Camp hall over the
News-Democrat office. All Woodmen
invited.
-The temperance rally as an-
nounced for the Broadway- Methodiet
chirrch Thursday night. has been call-
ed off. Instead the Rev. L. L. Pick-
ett, candidate for governor on the
Prohibition ticket, will speak at the
court house on temperance Thursday
night.
-A horse belonging to J. W. Orr.
the grocer, -shied at atreet car No. 61
.at Tenth and Jackson streets this
morning anti ran against a telephone
pole. A youthful driver was tumbled
out of his seat but eweapee injury.
MEDICINE SHOW
"Ill•sTED CP" _BY "BAD SEEM-
I 'lel:" SiXN IN AUDIENCE.
Rune Amuck and Strikes Right and
Left, Sending People in All
Directions.
For breaking upea medicine show
at Eighth and Tennessee streets last
night Edward Bulger, of Mechanics-
burg, wee fined $10 and costs and
Rosa, Thomas and Ed Soott, charged
with assisting him, were dismissed.
No evidence was introduced to show
that either of the latter two had ta-
ken any part in trouble.
The evidence showed that Bulger
g6t suddenly( wild And began striking
right and reft. Scattering in every,
direction, the large crowd retreated
and soon there were not enough
about the platform to talk to and
the "Doctor" had to quit buelness.
Patrolman Wood and Rouse were
within a few blocks and haetenel to
the scene in t•me to witness Bulger'e
last exhihition. Ile ran, but- Patrol-
mat Ittlese was toe quick for him.
Scole.tried to get Bulger home before
the dIffIcolty but failed.
sa e -tor Ilia SUR.
SNATCHES MONEY
AND RUNS WITH IT
Thief Got Away With $29.75
at Union Station.
Asked Change For Twenty Dotter Ftill
Front Teti and MSC-
eoed..411 Roth Tinsel..
ONE OF THEM MOT DESTITUTE.
It was a new type of thief who
sureeatafully operated at the Union
passenger station this Morn:rot. He
worked two victims and then escaped.•
In one instance he made it necessary
for. hi vicem to remain in the: cite
because of lack of fund*.
The thief worica a "sestet' and run
gams,- and the first victiale to report
was white and too excited to give his
name. He rated that some fellow
asked him to change a $20 bill just
outside the waiting room. He pnlled
out hie money and when counting
hills the stranger snatched about- $le
and fled. The victim left the city on
train, No. 1%4.
James Brown, colored, of Zeigler,
as en •coute to Ciarksville, Ten-
nessee, and while waiting shortly af-
ter 3 o'clock at the station was ap-
proached by a white man, who asked
change for a $20 bile Brown pulled
out bills and began counting. Th
placed the maney in the stranger's
hand as he minted. _ Brown haA
turned over $14.75 to the atmnier
and was reaching In his trousers Peck
et for more, when the stranger ran.
Brown was left nearly penniless, and
has to remain in Paitteah nnti: • he
can secure more money.
At the time both robberies were
rommitted policemen ',were on other
parts of the beat, and it is thought
the thief studied the situation and
caught victims sten safe front imme-
diate pollee interference. '''
Notice to City Teachers,
There wilt be a meeting of the
teachers of the city schools at the
Washington building at et o'clock
Saturday morning, Sept. 7. 1907.
Please to report promptly.
J. S. Carnagey, Supt.







The executive board of the Wom-
an's club announce the postponement
of theft meeting from this Wednes-
day until next Wednesday, on account
01 the deaeh of Col. John Sinnott,
father of Mrs. A. R. Meyers, who is
secretary of the board.
%V. C. T. P.
'the regular meeting of the Worn.
ans Christion Temperance Union- will
be held tomorrow afternoon at 4
o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church.
T. E. Lydon, Benedict.
Mr. T. E. Lydon, the shoe mer-
chant, and Mien Anna Wells. of Me-
tropolis. were quietly married at Me-
tropolis at the home of the bride
Sunday, and began housekeeping
Monday at 'lei Ohio street.
Mrs. I. C. Covert has gone to In-
dianapolis to visit.
Judge- W. A. Berry is In Smithiand
attending court.
Mr. W. V. Eaton left today for
Greenville on a vusinese trip.
Mr. Ben Griffith has gone to Spring
field, Tenn., to attend the Branhan-
Hughes cillege.
Mr. Will Reddlick has gone to Cin-
cinnati to enter the Cincinnati Col-
lege of Music.
Miss Lucile Graves haf. left for
Union eounte to attend St. yineents
College,
Miss Birdy Hayes, of ilopkine‘ille.
and Miss Pearl Knight, of this city.
are spending a few days in the county
The Rev. T J. Owen returned this
morning to Semsoula, where he Is
holding a meeting. He came here
yesterday to officiate at a wedding
Mr. E. F. eleNelli and family event
to 'Hopkins county this morning to
visit. Mr. McNeill will go to New
(Maims in a few days.
Mr. Bob Parrish, the lumber man,
went to Glibertsville this morning to
get out timber.
Mr. Will Utterbaek went to Mur-
ray this morning.
Mr. Will Karnes went to Benton
this; morning on business.
Mr. Herbert Le Wallerstein has
returned from New York and other
cities, where he has been spending
his vacation.
Sir. and Mrs. J. W. Walleratein
have returned from the east, where
Mr. Wallerstein has been -purchasing
fall goods.
Sir. an4 Mrs. G. Laetflee. 1139
Jefferson street, have returned home
from a vleet to relative* in Rorebaro.
Ark.
Miss Verna Kirby. stenographer
for the Cotumbia Manufacturing com-
pany, has returned from a visit to
her parents in Greenfield, Tenn.
Mr. J. W. Fowler. traveling Belie,-
man for the IAIS Fos Medicine com-
pany, has resigned bia position and
accepted a posit ion with the E. E.
Sutherland Medicine company. He
left today for Macon. Ga.
Mies Adah Shelton left twisty for
Louisville, where she will join a par-
and go to Washington, Norfolk,
N York. Niagara Falls and other
points in. the east and Canada.
Mr. G. W. Katterjohn has return-
ed from Kaneas City, No.,' accom-
panied by his wife and von George.
Jr. who hate keen the guests of Dr.
R. Si. Smith. of that city, for the last
month.
SAVED BY -THE ADVANCE GUARD.
Slim Man: -"Confound it aft! I went 'up to my room Jest -ow
end bumped my nose on the edge of the door."
Stout Man: "Ah, that's a thing I never do!"
• .•
in th• dark
ttr 1 P. Jelotente. 480 CLilk etiert
;eft toilet ftYr Park. Tex., to join her
ltuelietei and *ill reside there,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl rainier rind fam-
ily have returned from their summer
home In Michigan.
Mrs. Lula Fisk has returned from
Mayfield, accompanied by her mother
in-law. Mrs. Lucretia Fisk,
Mrs. F. H. Bruner, of Lexington,
Tenn., is visiting her sisters Mrs. W.
Si. Heseerton, 527 South Third street,
and Mrs. Charles Hunt.
Misses Emma, Ethel anti Ruth
feenneene, Mary Linn, Paulin Cum-
mings and Mr. Harry 1.11111, of Nash-
ville, ate make the round trip on
the Clyde tip the Tennessee river to-
day.
Miss Irene McKinney returned
Tuesday from Paris and Union City.
after a visit of two weeks to friends
nd relatives.
Mrs. Mary McCabe anti daughter,
Miss Elizabeth, of Nashville. Tenn..
are visiting tbe Mimes Mohan.
Miss Polite Ewing returned to her
home in Clarksville. Tenn.. today at
ter visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Polk
and attending the marriage of Miss




Will Martin, 24 years old, was
found guilty yesterday afternoon it
robbery and given 18 months in tie
penitentiary. He is alleged
robbed J. H. Goodman, a 'I',•
farmer .of some $200, after it,
him drunk. His brother, Ed e
was accused with 1,11» hitt
missed.
Emmett Sheen,. atte I et,. Lee
cry, malicious striking, continued.
L. N. Stephon, selling liquor t,
Sunday, dismissed,
Dean Parr, charged with stealie_
$54 worth of receipts from H. A. Fe
-ter. continued.






Stonewall Fergueen, murder, con-
tinued, the defendant not tieing he'.
money I,
goods by
Miss Lyda Stone, of Louisville, and fore the court.
Miss Bertha Brown, of Princeton, re-
turned to their homes today after a
week's visit to Miss Daisy Gresham,
443 South Ninth street.
Miss Cornelia de Trevilite of Hop-





Mrs. C. F. Anderson returned. to
Washington. D. C., today after visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. William Flowers.
of South Thirteenth etteet.
II. J. Mullaney, who has been, local
agent for tbe N., C. a St. L. a year,
and Mrs. Mullaney have lion., to Chi-
cago. Mr. Mullaney having been
The commonwealth took an appealpromoted to the'poeition of northern 
rigent. with headquarters in jtottleincalisealwi.hefonnnfireerti trdiearti.ggkt at
in Chicago
Fifth and Jones streets $0 and
costs for selling cocaine without a
prescription.











Paducah, Ky.. Sept. 1, 1907.
You are hereby notified that all
persons owning or having in their
possession, or under their control as
agent. guardian or committee, exe-
cutor, adrnitestrator, curator, trustee,
receiver, commissioner or otherwise,
realty, tangible or intangible per-
sonal property, on the 15th day of
September, are required on. or be-
fore the 1st day of October to give
the assessor a true and complete list
of same, with true cash value thereof.
as of the 15th day of September,
antler oath, upon forms to be fur-
nished on application bY said as-
sessor at his office, and that all mer-
chants of the city doing business for
themselves or others, shall in a like
manner and In addition thereto, state
the highest amount in value of goods.
wares and merchandise, owned and
kept on hand for sale by said mer-
chants, during the three months next
preceding such 15th day of Septem-
ber.
Prompt attention to this will save
property owners additional cost.
STEWART DICK, Assessor.
Office. Room 9, City Hall
Approved:
D. A. Yelser, Mayor.
FOR SALE.
My residence, 2012 West Jeffer
son street. Five rooms, hall, porches,
bathroom and pantry. Newly palmist,.
Beet reeident location in city. Tide-
p1 . Home 'phone No. RM. .elso
household furni(ure. J. E. Baker.
School Book Lists.
Now ready at I). E. Wilson's, the
Book and Music man.
If you have faith you will see
something glorious in every face.






boys' and men's wear.
Our line of schoca
suits is ready for your
inspection. Call; it will





Citizens Savings bank against Rex
Manufacturing company.
Citizens Saving bank against E. T
Woolfotk.
• Criminal Docket.
H. J. Areng, lined $750 for rem-
nine a bucket shop, mandate from
court of appeals flied, sustaining the
fine. Ten per cent, damages awarded
against defendant.
W. E. Lane, dismimeed on Ind-let-
ment. (barging his with working
eounty roads whiie a magistrate,man-
date tiled, reverving lower court.
stealing a $20 bill from R. 54'. Willis.
Frank Seinter, selling a watch to
Ben Michael that did not belong to
him.
Frank Senter, theft of a watch and
Se in cacti from E. 13. Sherrer.
Will Hamilton, Coots Eggleston
anti Will Alexander, maliciously cut-
hog Matt McKintney.
Ike Bacon. alias Baker, stealing a
$100 watch from Mrs. J. W. Little.
Roy Dale and J. W. Gladden for
grand larceny, the theft of a skiff
from Scott "Ink.
Lloyd Maberry, for maliciously
shooting at Constable A. C. Shelton.
Minutes of the examining court in
the cane againet Annie Belle Dixon.
charged with false swearing, were
returned marked "dieniiesed."
Sheriff'. Collectlone. •
Sheriff John Ogilvie tiled his re-
port today for eollectione during Au-
gust. The report follows:
Collected for tomtit- $9,566.35
Collected for state  4,477%54
Total  $13,043.89
A Reunion.
Many relatives and friends gather-
ed at the hospitable home of Mr.
and Mrs. P. A. Bagnell, September
1, and enjoyed a good time and home
tete spread.
In this gathering four generations
Immediately on being empaneled
Monday, and this morning the first
batch of indict:nen* were returned.
'They number seven, with one dis-
missal. The Indictments:








At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts during spring arad long, hot summer
days.
Vitality Gone
The Animals and Fowls can't oduce profit-
ably. They must have help.
B. A. Thomas
Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.
The Hog Powder
Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed if given in time.
Hart Sells These Remedies at Factory Prices
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incerporated.,
WANT ADS.
. Harty Allen. selling liquor to a hew rt ing 551511,1 ads in
nor, dismissed. The Sun will kindly remember that
Hermann Matthews. for breaking all such a..• to he paid for
Jail, six months in jail, when the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
Harry Pike, breach of the peace, Pitelif to ( very one without camp-
$25 and costs.
_
Grand Jury Reports. FOR KINDLING wood ring 2261.
The grand Jury got down to work
ROOMS for rent 1218 Clay.
HYMAN. She veteran shirt man, is
coming. Save yoni orders.
FOR SALE-Gravel, sand and dirt.
111 1-2
SAM I.. HYMAN has 39
perience in shirt making.
yeate. ex-
banks Morse gasoline engine. Good
condition, will sell cheap. Apply to
FOR SALE-New two-room house
in Rowlandtown. Nice :shaded to:
30x160 feet, $311%) cash. Other houses
$5041; terms $5-0 _cash anti $6.e0
monthey. Lots feet. .1. we
Slough. owner, :175 Malcolm avenue.
Memphis, Total.
FOR SALE--All eltrds of cooking
and kindling wood, also eountly
heating wood. Photo- 2325 Old
phone. W. C. Gipson.
WANTED- Houxeman A neat
and clean colored man with exper-
knee and good references can-get a
good position by applying to No 328
North Eighth street.
WANTED-Sleveral good mandolin
and guitar players. W. E. A., Sun.
FOR Ft toN-r -Five large unfurn-
ished rooms, modern conveniences.
eisseirable location. 52,1 North Eighth.
FOR. RENT- Two furnished
rooms, 1049 Jefferson street.
MITCHELL'S for high-grade bicy-
cles, 321-328 South Third street.
WANTIOD--- A first class washwo-
man. Apply 420 North Fourth street.
HYMAN is the best man to order
shirts from, as he can Fit U.
FOR heating lad stovewood 1414
437 F. Levin.
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
FOR Ms wOUD, old phone
2361.
were represented. Those present
were the Rev. N. E. einem'''. of HoP-
kinsvIlle; Mrs. M. .I. Fortune. of
earkavele. Tenn.; the brother and
ster of W. M. Ragnell and his fath-
1. grandfather and great-grandfath-
, Mrs. Eddie- Wood. of San Fran-
, ,sco; Roy Walters, of Lone Oak:
E. 0. Bagnell. of Paditralo Mr. and
Mrs. C. P. chembler- and eons, Lloyd,
Lynn and Neal: Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Rudd, and infant. Samuel, and Mr.
end Mrs. R. F. Roark.
Mr, Hugh D. Almon. of Madison-
ville, returned to his home In Mad-
,isonville today after visiting his







1116.00.; nerses and Premiums.
FOR SALE----Piano cheap. Apply
to 123 N. Sixth. Old phone. 1751.
WANTIOD--Press feeders on job
press. .epply 127-129 Broadway
FOR RENT-Front room with or
without board. Old phone 1949. 121
South Sixth.
FOR SAI.le-e-One anttrene oak pat
tor set. Apply to 1721 Madison
Street. New phone 512.
W. D. BROWN Concrete Contrac-
tor. Ornamental and watfeproof
work a specialty Phone 2820.
CLOTHES cleaned and- pressed,
All Ark guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, liiiSouth Third street. Phone
1016-a.
FOR SALE-Tents desirable reit:
esourtene or fishers' outfit; cali at
medicine show corner Eighth anti
Tennessee.
FOR SALE-Six horse power Fall::
5, E. Mitchell, 326 South Third
street. lbw
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
462-a.
FOR SALE - Stock and dairy farm
chase-to Paducah; 200 acres: 40 acres
In meadow: fine place for _raising
chickens cattle, garden truck, etc.
Only 4o-minute drive to market: fine
schools and churches in one-half
mile, good roads, farm, mineral
springs, all conveniences. Cheap for
cash. 425 Broadway or phone 934 .1,
.1 Sanderson. Lone Oak. Ky
----
SOEND LOGIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
Is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer months and the
different organs need but very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal ill-
ness.
Good health is assured however If
'eon heed neture's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The U".1 
WHEN BUYING HARNESS. Sad-
dles or repair it the Paducah Harness
and Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
-TIViRiltefiVARD for a high-heed-'
ed black mule, 16 hapds high, scar on
hip from ktck. Address A. 0. Gerard,
Holloway, Ky. •
FOR RENT- Two six room cot-
tages 502 and 506 North Seventh
street. All modern conveniences.
Furnished If desired. Phone 2368
AFTER FRIDAY. Attedlit 30. you
can get Ham, Cheese, Beef, Pork,
Mutton, Veal and Hamburger sand-
wiches at 111 1-2 South Third street.
SAI.E-Pony and buggy.
either separately or together. Apply
to S. A. Hill, at Sun office, or tele-
pholle 964.
rbif I.E17-A-rar-foit-tfof good
western horses. At .1. A. Glauber-es
stable, .Thied street. Come and get a
good "hone. or mare for little motley.
Rius 
PO 117:5[T-cin 
"SALE-Elevenroom house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
pninted sad in good condition. Arndt'
to H. A. Ketter.
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, conditions,biliousness, stomach
and bowel disorders of all kinds.
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very-quickly, to the Os- -
teopathic treatment, and have no
attending ill effects. Usually you are
as 111 from the customary medical
prescriptions as from the illness, but,
in Osteopathy you experience none of
this. Let me tell you at any time of
the great success I am having with
the treatment in Paducah. I shall re-
fer you to people you know well for
the evidence, and who will tell you
just what it has done for them.
DR. G. G. FROAGE.
-516 Broadway, Upstairs. Phone 1406.




.0f9ee 1110. Residence el
_
"Yea," said Mrs. Muglev, "I always
try to retire before midnight. I don't
like to. atir my beauty stient;"
"Really," said Miss Knox, "yo
should try harder. You certainly
don't get enough of it
phis re
cases for seeing liquor to ti
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There hes been Much talk in the
southern preen about a southern man
tor president, but it has been tenta-
nye In eherecter turd has sounded
muse lace a uutilkation that the
south is not committed to Mr. Bryal
than the assertion of ti,. definite pui-
Pose to take up one of her own favor-
ite sous. A poeitive step M. that di-
rection but,, however, been taken- at
MM. A Folk club has been organized
at Nashville. Teun., with the avowed
purpose of advocating the norninatico.
Of the Miseouri goveinor as the Dent-
emetic candidate for president. The
teem was started al a nieetitig of
a Most 25 prominent citizens of Nash-
Mae. Ex-Gov. James D. Porter was
e:ected chairman of the Jolieph W.
Fink club and Robert L. Burch, tell-
tot of the Merchant and Manufactur-
er, seen Lay. in a state-moot issued
by a committee composed J men of
wMght aud inilaleice the opinion in
expressed that Governor Folk will
*a If nonausted, and that he will be
nominated if Teuneisee leads the
way. It ts announced that a literary
campaigp bureau will soon by _mart-
ed,'airel that systematic effort will be
made to spread the movement
throughout the south.
It remains to be seen how the
movement will take. At the outset L
appears to have Inspired intoresebut
no enthusiasm. The Nashvale Ban-
ner remarks:
"Shoud it be aaken as a men
thrupliinetit by Tennimat ens to a
former Tenneeseean who a m made
arbieveruents in public life, its in-
flueuee will by restrict d: but if it
be regarded in other states, as its
promoters desire it to be. RS a suita-
ble response to a party need In a
reifies, permd in its history, we may
soon begin to hear mote of a Folk
boons."
in the :tepee: that the Fo:k dub
is now sending out through Tenues-
see the favurite eon feature of the
ease is put forward as a leading ar
gement. The appeal says:
"We :note you and all Democrats
to join us. for rola as is well known*.
• , ham s. oae • .
itteau E. Folk. is Tennessee's Meal-
urer and insuranc commissioner."
' Much more limn suels cousidera-
Mous will be needed to raise the
movement to riptibnal importatombut
Governor Folk's; oharacter sod rec-
ord can supply theta. He is to speak
In Nested:1e during the celebration
of liornmeoluing Week, September
23 to 28, and hopes are entertaiDea
that his addeees then will give a sus-
tained imeetue to his presadential
boom.--Baltimore News,
thistin of Some Things.
Tea done originally from
Sugar faille from China. Yeast tercel
was made first in England. Tubacco
was a common weed, first grown by
the Indians in Virginia. Forks for
eating with were first used, In Italy.
They were needed for rolling up ma-
Geroge Gunpowdermvas used by the
Chinese shortly af4r the death of
Christ. Mirrors with silvered backs
were invented by Praziteles 228
years before Christ. 'We batiks of our
mirrors of today are painted with a
compoidtioa, a miserable cheap stuff
that soon peels off. 11.1uniinating gaa
was invented in England In the leiju
teenth century. The origiaal water-
grimed nmea' was an invention of
Belissens when Rome won besieged
by the Goths in 555.- New York
Press.
"Where Wee It' At?"
A eMmina: from the rural district.
who had heard al: about appeals to
the supreme court and who had been
convicted of a penitentiary offense.
was milted by the judge if he had any-
thing to say. "I jes want ter ax one
question, jedge." He stooped down,
picked up his slouch hat from the
floor, as though ready to depart, and
said: "Wharbouts is this he:e su-
preme court at?" .
"John. where Is Skinnem's broker-
age Ake "
"Why do you ask "
"I understand he is offering some
bargains in stocks slightly damaged
is a Tent man and a graduate of by weer.
et 
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Marktets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal Louisville Times
TM (annusercial-Appeal St. DAM Republic
The Rem rd• Herald Chicage Examiner
The 6 lobe-I ienvorat Chicago Tribune
The Pest-Dispatch Nashville American
The News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle Chicago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway
AMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMM111111111111111111016
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Fy.
We have several good driving hones for sale at reasonable prices and
%ill guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
Lutry and Munk( tart
INC 05 Po SATED
Ferri Street and hatray Amer.
[WANTED!!
Young Men and Women for positietwof trust,
where intelligent service will he appreelated and
paid for
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
quiring ability and tact--
People of All Ages, of all talent*, of divers
ablitiem for suitable linen of employment---
Mated. Things-such sts Pianos, Organs, }Item
Sort of Musical Instrument, Writing Machines.
ilanisters, Stele-mei -Office- Fixtures, Vatt-
ing Machines. It mks, Engravings, Post Carle
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniter.
every kind—
horses and Carriages, trucks, business wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, tithing tackle, automo-
biles--
Real Estate-etotte plots. acres. leaseholds, equi-
ties, houses, flats, apartusents, stores - o
Instruction in painting, singing, the violin and
piano, shirt-hand, accounting, Correspondence,
language, dancing—
Places to Live-houses, apartments, Turn's. I
rooms, boarding places where life is interesting.
These are some of the thousands
of people and thine,' that are
'wanted" in this city just now,
and if you can fill any of these
wantS"
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC I







tCopyright, ISO:. by Mary M, Komi
James Dodd had berm an employee
of the home uP Waifour & Co., the
aloud street diamond merchants. for
a period of fourteen years before he
was made assistant manager and given
charge of We unseat stones.
For two years after he had been
given charge of the genes James Dodd
was aimplt waiting. lie meaut to MI
Ida pockets with plunder and skip. He
was methodical and cold blooded. He
would nut make the mistake no ninny
others had. He would make none at
all. Step by step he prepared for the
coup. lie must change his looks, his
milt and his voice. An actor taught
him the art of appearink to be tea
years older. Sonic one else taught
him that by holding a peach stone in
his mouth he could alter -the tones of
his voice. A shoemaker made him a
shoe for a deformed Met, aud for
snore than 300 night' be walked
the streets with it. It gave hint a
limp stud a lop shoulder. He tested
these things In the severest way. In
his disguise he- went botrily luto the
store as a -Stranger and made [me-
t:hams of wen who had ktoevn him for
eento and years.
Three months before the affair was
ripe JRUIRS Dodd had his every Men
laid. 'He would not flee abroad, as
others bad done and beep overhauled
alumet at once. He purchased a book-
stand not five blocks away. Ile pur-
chased an old house to live In. He se-
cured a housekeeper. Ile had worn
his wig n hundred times. The shoe
for the deformed foot had n cavity lu
the heel. The diamonds !Mateo away
there would always be at hand. At
closing time one day the event came
off. Uncut and unmet diamonds to the
amount of 120,600 were carried honie
In his pocket. An hour later he had
taken possession of his new quarters
under another name.
The "diamond mystery" made • a
great seasation. The house beliered
in the honesty of its employee; the po•
lit* believed he had skipped. Three
or four days were Met in discusseioa.
ani then a reward was offered sue the
sleuths let loose. They telegraphed to
every port In the empire. They gave
notice to all the sediment that had
called. They had every constable in
every village on the watch. If Musid
bad committed five cold blooded mur-
ders the hunt couldn't have been fierc-
er. It dragged into days and week.
and menthe. It was discussed eseer
and over In the press and lu every
police station and barroom In the land
A young man who had lived a life
beyond reproneh for fourteen years
walks out of the housse where he has
been employed and disappears from the
ken of men, Ile was not even seen to
leave his boarding Melee that evening.
No one saw him on the street.
had Cot gone abroad by any port of
mat. He had not taken a train for
any point within the empire. While
he was directly in charge of the gems.
the munsger or either one of the pen-
nersiarad access to them. The dote.
lives' figured it out that Dodd must
snrelylie the guilty party, but it large
element of the public shook their beads
doubtfully and made comment.' that
put others in embarrassing poeitions.
After six months tbe heist wee
ahntelemed. It was the general opin-
ion, that Dodd was dead by sect-aerie or
sulaide. o Meanwhile the booketand
flourished. Its only attendant Mor by
slay was Mr. Cooper, its owner. The-
only one to penetrate the old house be-
hied it sins the aged housekeeper. mut
she went to her own home 0' nights.
The public had been buying books of
a certain man foe years. One day he
dropped out of sight and a now 1101/1
stood behind the counter. Them was
a moment of surprise at seelug him, n
question or two, perhaps, as to the
other, and then business' went on as
usual. That's the way with the pub-
lie. ate old goes and the new cornea
There were no newer or better books.
Tihere was no change in prices'. There
was nothing to call for discussion.
Detective% loafed !mama quarter of
fin hour at the stand. Employees of
the house of Wnlfour & Co. turned up
there almost daily. All sorts of . men
stopped there. For week% Mr. Cooper
heard his cage discussed, but It was
rarely that he had a word to say. Soon
after the booketand changed Ivan& a
little girl twelve years old txman to
pass that way every day with her fa-
ther's dinner. By and by she and Mr.
Cooper began to nod and smile to each
other. Sometimes she would stop and
chat- forma minute; and sornetimm be
handed her a penny. She told her fa-
ther of these thinly', and he was
wroth, but nfter walking around to the
stand one day and looking the -man
over he decided that there was no
hanyin him.
-A--y-ealeteekleirt * few -dasee bed gone
hr. and it wan midwinter again, when
one day its the girl pressed themstand
two dogs began fighting In her path.
Mr. Mesmer hurried outi to kick them
apart nod make a sere passage for her,
but In doing so he slimed end fell *no
rolled off the uarrow walk in front of
a tan and wits run over. There were
two or three tninutea of existement
and then be west taken away to the
hoapital, and the doctors found him rd-
rensly dead. Mr. Cooper was known
by name, but of course his clothing
was overhauled. As the shoe for the
deformed toot was removed It was
seen that the heel was turned a little.
A minute's inreetigattion rev-onto) the
fact that there was a envity and in
that cavity the diamonds stolen from
the house in Boud street. The man
had planned and plotted and dodged
and wsilte-1. and yet It had all been In
vain. The 'veriest trifle had expoeed
him and Met him his life at one nod
the seine moment. H. QtAD.
Old Gent-"Where are you living
tom? Young Gent -"Just down by
the river. Drop in some day. I shall
be so.glad."-Ally Sloper's
asy.
!' The Hoorlt-out Blow.The blow whirls knocised uus CorbettCAS i revelation to the KM* fighters-Prom tho earliest days of the nue the
mimic-out blow was aillafti for the jaw,
the temple ur the jugular vela. Stomach
guncLes were antrum in eo worry stud
weary the righter, but if a seieutine man
had teal sem"( thoold fighters that the
utest vulnerable alsit was the region of
the stoneoh, he'd heve laughed at him
for an ignoramus. Dr. Pierce Is bringing
ho to tie publio a isarallei fact; that
th s 'aaas is the most vulnerable organ
out of 'a pr e riva aa eel' as in IL We
protect ur throatk, feet and lunge,
but tit e are utterly indiffer-
ent to, until dim 4 finds the solar plexus
arid knochs us uut. >I. lie mem s emeeh
217E1rIel.ti euve
you
curt, vit. tsio en 3 cu
-
k:* 1411W int %t.rfit 
stomach,' Indigestion, or
draPeeildas traptd liver, bad, thin and im-
Imre blood and other diseases of the pr-
omo of digeetamaand nutrition,
The "Golden Medical Discovery' has
specific curative effect upon ell mucous
andacee said home curer catarrh, no
matter where located or what stage is
May have readied. lu Nasal Catarrh it
is well to cleanse the passages with I)r.
Sage's Catarrh Remedy Auld while using
the "Insouvery as a constitutional rem-
edy. Why the *Golden Medical Discov-
bry" cures catarhal diseases, as of the
stomach, bowels, bladder and other pelvic
Milano will Li. pialu W. you if you will
reads booklet of extracts from the writ-
ings of eminent medical authorities, en-
dorsing Its ingeedleuts and explaining
then &welly* properties. It is ensiled
free on request. Address Dr. R.V. Pierce,
Buffalo.(, Y. This booklet glees all the
ingrollents mitering iuto Dr. Pierce's
attendee's from which it will be seen that
they contain not it drop of elcoliol, pure,
triple-ren site] glycerine being used Instead.
Dr. Pierce's greet thousand-page
tailed Manumit Sense: Medical Adviser
will needlt free. pa per-lesield, for 21 °po-
tent stamps, or cloth bound for 31 stamps
Addy"' Dr. Pierce as above.
Not SmokIng,
in a Glasgow car was an aged
Irishman who held a pipe In his
mouth. The conductor told him he
could not smoke, but he paid no
heed. Presently the guard came In-
to the ear, and said, with a show of
holtatione "Didn't I tell you you
couldn't smoke in this car?" "Well,
Oi'm not smoking " "You've got a
pipe in your mouth." "So 01 have
nie feet in me boots," replied Pat,
"but Oi'm not walking -Christian
Register.
A Humane Appeal.
A humane citizen of Richmond,
Ind, Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West
Main street, says: "I appeal to all
persons with week lunge to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only rem-
edy that has helped me and ful:y
comes up to the proprietor's recom-
mendation." It saves more lives than
all other throat and lung remedies
put together. Used as a rough and
cold cure the •rorid over. Cures
asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping
''0010. quintet, hoarseness and
phthisic, stops hemorrhages of the
lungs and bulMs them up. Guaran-
teed at all dmriggiets. 50c and 51.0e.
Trial bottle free.
IA Maid and a Method. I
teopyright, 1907, by Mary McKeon)
He finally immerged to get his cigar
to working &alarm:tore, mut stretched
himself comfortably en the grace.
She leaned hetet( against the tree
trunk mid watched a squirrel oil a
neighboriug. branch.
Harringtou noticed that eke stomai
to have entirely forgotten his preemie°
melees there was merely a coutrortabM
consciousness of the fact that be was
there if she needed him.
-When you have satisfactorily
evened the trees, the squirrel, the ws
ter falling over Ouse stones and have
formed your opinion conceruing the
entrancing horizon," be said in a slight-
ly injured tone: "wouldn't you like to
talk to me some?"
She took off her hat rind laid It on
the grass beside her mitts a sigh uf
satisfaction.
"None of those things is more in
tereeting to me. Diogenes. than the
study of you, I assure you."
"Sometimes I almost conclude that I
positively dislike you," he said amia-
bly, taking long puffs at his cigar. 'I
never eared much for women, but in
this case there is • stronger element. I
believe it almost approaches dislike."
She wriggled her blond head into a
more comfortable pose against the tree
trunk and teamed upon him as If he
bad said something truly gratifying.
"It's Au achievement, Hugeness, to
have ensplred you with a strong feel-
ing of any description."
"You have such a confounded way
of Pouncing upon a fellow's thoughts
and holding them up to ridieule. You
can analyze a man as easily as a cheat-
tat can analyze a potent medicine.
Didn't you know, Mist( Btu-toll, that
women ought to make thensseives-er
-attractive? It's uncanny for them to
go in for prychology, analysis and-er
-vivisection."
"Attractive? Oh, Diogenes, you are
woefully lacking in manners! I was
taking solid comfort and content in the
belief that the powers that be hail
made me attractive and was amusing
myself with your so called vivisection
merely as a side issue. I see, no' dear
Mailosopher, that you are not fitted for
the gentle ways of polite scheme. If it
didn't souud slangy I'd say. 'Back to
your tub:' It was a tub that Diogenes
enjoyed so thoroughly, wasn't it?"
He was by degrees woeklug himself
into an exceedingly bad temper.
"Miss Burton, do you know that
blond women have always enjoyed the
reputation of being foois-more or
less?" be asked scathingly.
"Ail of which leads to!" she interro-
gated, with elaborate innovenee.
"The fact that It's time you decided
whether you are going to marry that
Idiot Darrell or me. We've both been
dangling around you the whole sum-
mer."
"Your climaxes are strong," she
admiringly. "That idiot Darrell or-
Don't you recognize a certain elm-
s.
llerity to Pope In the way you con-
struct your senteneeer
"It's impossible to inake a climax
after Darrell," he snorted. 'It woeld
be an impossibility to find a bigger
Idiot to mime after him."
"Ererytbing. my dear man. depeuds
upon the point of view" She pinned on
her bat sad turned toward the path
lending to the hotel.
That afternoon Herrin:non lay half
asleep, his new magazine over his face,
in the shade of the bushes that grewdrink, he must take out a license, at back of the summer house.
a cost of. $5 a year. in order to buy "Vtrginin, you are acting shameful-
it. Every six months the names of
licensed drinkers are to be published
in the newspapers, There is only O,w
coi,-0%able drawback. Advertising
the names of the licensees may bank-
rupt he state.-New York Tribune,
Oregon's Solution
Oregon, according to the Kansas
city Journal, has a novel solution of
the "drink problem," Publicity, of
course. Jr a man thirsts for strong
Health in the Canal Zone,
The high wages paid make :t a
mighty temptation to °sir young Ital-
ians to join the force of skilled work-
men needed to construct the Panama
canal Many are restrained, how-
ever, by the fear of fevers and ma-
laria. It is the knowing ones-those
who hyit used Eleotric Blitersmaho
go there without this fear, well know-
.ng they are safe from malariout in-
settee with Electric Bitters on hand.
res blood poison, too, billioutoess,
Weakness and MI stomach, liver and
kidney trelables. Guaranteed by all
drugeaets. 50c.
"Jones Is a Wave of fashion." "I
hadn't noticed that he was a very
swell dresser." "He isn't. Bat he has
to work overtime to keep his wit'
supplied with frot.k.s.--Ceve:an .1
Leader.
The Touch That Heals
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, It's the happiest combination
of Arnica flowersand healing balsams
ever compounded. No matter how
old the sore or ulcer is, this Saito
will cure it, FarNburne, scalds, cuts,
wounds or Piles. It has no equal.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 25e,
"There are only seven miles of rail
road in ()penally in the whole of
Persia."
"Too had," commented the Hon
Thomas 
Rott• 
" "It must be mighty
hard for a politician to make a living
ire Persia."-Ptick.
• bunt and Found.
Lost, between 9:30 a. in., yester-
day and noon today, a bilious attack,
with nausea and sick headache. This
loss was occasioned by finding at all
druggists a box of Dr. King's New
Life P1116. Otiarantemi for bilious-
ness, malaria and jaundice. 25', 
ly." lie beardsimmeire volee.
So be called her Virginia, did he?
And she allowed -it!
Virginia ev idently enjoyed the idea
of acting shamefully, for he heerd a
little ripple Of Merriment.
"But, you know, Jack, he really does
need some of the conceit taken out of
him-women have spoiled bite so."
"I think you have tormented him
enough," Darrell insisted "and you
have carried on with flee outraireeliely.
I feel minty to a fraud. You can't &amp
It up much longer. for when Eleanor
conse4 next week he will soon find out
that I've been engaged to your sister
all along. Why not put him out of his
misery? You know you like him."
"Of course I do, and I'm going to
marry him, but he needs a little train-
ing find."
Darrell rose and started toward the
house. "I'm going to finish my letter-
to Eleanor," he said. "I'll leave you
here to finish your book. Shall I tell
Eleanor that we'll make it a double
welding In November?'.
Virginia evidently took time to medi-
tate.
"1 think he'll make an awfully hand-
some bridegroom," she said softly.
Darrell Neighed delightedly.
"First time I ever saw you with a
real attack, Virginia. I don't see, to
save my soul, how he's failed to find
out that you mire. Bat, as for hand-
some bridegrooms, I'll have you re-
member that I'll he there myself"
And ire walked down the path whis-
tling.
jIarrinfrton sat up, let his magazine
tSti unnoticed to the ground and brush-
ed his coat carefully.
!Ili gray eyes were twinkling as he
crepf Into the summer house. -
Ile caught the startled girl in hie
arms. "A, men has 'n perfect right to
hiss the girl he's going to marry in
Novendwr. I'm so glad you aeknowl-
edge that I'll look picturesque at the
wedding."
Virginian face tried to adjust itself
to an indlonaut expreesion.
"You wretch; you heard That I said!"
she gasped.
Harrington heist boo fast and lifted
her Mee until her eyes looked Into his.
"Just so-exactly so-anst nothing bas
ever added so much to my conceit. Vir-
ginia, mine."
. ALEXANDER BUNN.
P'tlend-."What are you so' vexed
about old chap?" Young Naval Ca-
- det-"Why I have been letting mv
A girl will swear It's a love letter beard Viol* torloor days, and 'lobed \
eve,e•If tt's drat-of-the-month bin, win belie,. Blaetter.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE &MALE ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.





We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--.Why?  _
Firet--Beeam. ae it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without ipinry.
Fourth-It irons eitber stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen isInissing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry. •
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
1
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Capital ••••...• IV.. Iii_c11•• • ego
Slurping  «Ye. .•••••a• 
 1100,011* 
50,00e
ilitackholders liability ..ae  Woe • • • 100.000
Total semertty th depositions . oar.o,000
Account', of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
email as well as Large depoeitore and accord to all the sainse
marts-etas treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits







You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
givreepromt personal at-
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TAKE IT IN TIME.
Just ficoreel of Paduceit People GEO. ADE S FABLESHave.
THE PAIN l'Ah EVENING Sus.
Waiting 'domsn't pay.
if you neglect the aching back.
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
tot toe .
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve back.
ache.•
Cure every kidney ill.
Paducah citizens endorse theta.
Bert Bradford, of 924 South Sixth
Street, Padmah, Ky., says: "I doc-
tored for two years continually for
backache and kidney and bladder
troubles. Last summer I never ledt
my room for filo weeks on account'
of the weak condition of my kldneda
and back, and have taken a great
deal of medicine but did not get any
permanent relief until I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills which I pro-
cured at DuBois son & Co.'s drug
store and used them as directed. Af-
ter taking three boxes I was much
Improved and continued their use un-
til I had used ten boxes in all when
I had received a cionplete cure. I am
very graeful to Doan'a Kidney Pills
'and heartily recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents, Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name-- Doan's and
take nu other.
Growth of Rural Delivery.
It is nowsonly fourteen years since
an appropriation of $10,000 was
mane for experiments with the pro-
ject of rural free delivery. Aro re-
cently as ten years ago the appropria-
tion for this new service' amounted
to only:440,09C while this year rural
free delivery will cadet $34,000,000.
Every route proposed must be kV
spected before it is accepted by the
department, more than 30,0041 rural
carriers must to, watched and paid.
and all the minute requirements of
the laws and reguiatiorte ruled be en-
forced. It is a great undertaking,
and we in the cities should bear with
edit, patience the short-comings of
the servi:e vatic,' we get, while this
necessity of rural deselopment, this
boon to the toiling millions on the
farina, -receives the attention it so
deserves. All the improvements
neyded will come in good time—Sea
ton Globe.
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTIONIs worth a pound of ,'Itre. There aremany poor sufferers. it'onsumpi Ives whoare hopeless of getting 'well -who Ifthey had taken care of themselves,would now be well. A cough Is thefoundation of ('onsumption. Ballard's-Horehound Syrup will eon- that cough.Mrs. Great Palls. Montana, writes--I have used Rallard's Hoi•tintind SyrupIn my family for years --my ehildrennever suffer with coughs." Sold by .1.H. Oehlschineger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.Ripley.
Fitch on Imitation.
Clyde Fitch, in a kindly letter to a
young and unknown playwridht.sald:
"I liked your play; thought it prom
ising, but in the first act you imitat-
ed lsben, in the second act you imi-
tated Mienro and in the third and
fourth you Imitated Barrie. This will
never do.
"He had his wife arrested for non-
support." "Prom iherst. -socially?"




REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
amok Itimilog, Rank Work, Legal
arid Library Work • epeclalty.
NEW \STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and beet hotel in the city
Rates 112.00. Two large sample
riouts. Rath rooms, Electric Lights.







"witarettle sad limliacah Packets.
(Incorporated)
(Dolby Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John
Hopkins, loave Paducah for Zeal*
Nile and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In at.
Net from Paducah to Evansville and
return, *4.60. Elegant 'musts on AS
kat Tabl• unsurpaseed.
STEAMER DION. FOWLER
Leaves Paoucalt for Csiro and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, IOU
'opt Sunday. Special excursion rates
ildw in effee.t from Fad ucah to Cairn
and return, with or without mesh,
and room. Good music and table un-
Surpassed.
For tanker information apply te
D. A. Parer Bemire! Pans. Agent, or
Illiven Fowler, City Pam. Agent, a&
NoffIer-Oraitianalta Ws, *Sao
IVA plien•t SC. IL
[Copyright,
AOC
























iround the House Lu their Shirt-
Sleeves, the Girls often came
to Breakfttet in their liallooit-Wrap-
tient, and never thought of primping
until about 3 I'. M. Father had an
essortmeut of Rube Table Manners
left over from his early Experience
)I1 the Farm.
, He never SSW the sense of changing
Knives when he hacked into the But-
ter, nn d as for using the nide of the
dpoon, he never eould get the Haug
at it.
t'p to the Time that he warned and
became House-broke be had been u
Sword-Swallower In a $4 Beanery.
For years he up-ended his Soup-Plate,
so ste to get all that was coming to
him, and (exiled his Coffee In the
Saucer, and dmiluded his Exhibition
at Barbaric Sports by usiug a large,
limier piece of Bread as a atop.
His Wife worked on hint for twenty
years. and finally had him so civilized
that he no louger tucked the Napkin
inside oof his Collar, although he eel!
put both Elbows on the Tattle and
',mewed a little just 'Adore tackling
the Pie.
ala belonged to: several Clubs and
began to meet the Ladd Managers of
Society. It was her Authitliin to lift
her own Family out of the 'Skate Di-
vision and get the whole Bunch into
the local 400. That is why she 'tamed
the Volume contaiulug this year's
League Rules for cutting tuto High
Life. .
She wanted the Boys to forget their
corn-rod origin and do the Reginald
Ai t and learn bow to act in the dres-
ewe of Ladles. They were mostly
Hands and Feet, end had no Ambi-
tion In Life except to play Baseball.
The Girls were u Sad Lot when Ma
lilted them up and decided to traureform
thew Into Drawing-Wend Queens.
They were Gum-Chewers of the. most
abandoued Type, and what they did
to the English Language it would he a
shame to tell. Each of theta was
more or lees stuck on 'some chinless
Percy who wore his Watch-dhatu high
up and rubbed himself with Eau de
Cologne.
Ma's Purpose in studaing the Bosse
of Etiquette was to remove the Milks
from this array of Raw Materiel.
She wanted each of the Boys to be
a Chesterfield, while the Girls were
expected to brace upsaud follow In
the footsteps of Mrs. Sherwood.
.1s Director of the Training-School
she had to call them down about 1000
times per Day. When she had Com-
pany the Boys always forgot to arise
when a Lady entered the Room. When
Dinner was aunouneed they were al
ways first at the Table. Instead of
conversing with the dersons seated
next to them, they humped over anti
got busy with the Utiles.
As for the Girls, they 'tensity flocked
in a Corner and had a Whispering-
Bee. At the Table they would get an
Attack of the Giggles. witnout letting
auy one else in on the Good Thing.
To cap the tdirnax, the Male Parent
would usually try to lift the Gloom
by springing some _ancient \Theme
outlawed b.- Haverly's Minstrels as
far back as ISSO.
Ma bad a proud, Chance to win n
Social Standing so long as she was
handicapped by that Band of Yokels.
Just wheip she would be talking Art
with a Matosechnsetts Accent, one of
the Boys wodid break In with a De-
mand for a Second Helping of (dull-
flower. Or elee the Prize Blacksmith.
In a well-meaning effort to be Hoe -
()Rabid would urge the Lady Opposite
to pitch in and 'Eat some. more.
After Dimmer it often happened that
Mn *would tout the Acconipilstimeuts
of the Young Iodise Accordingly.
they would be aged to Play Some-
thttig, at which they would firing back
and snicker and do a ids Hopkins Spe-
cialty.
While they were Killing Time, Fa-
ttier would usually fall asleep with his
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lit-act trotting for the whole 'Dale MA
would sit up until 1 o'clock reminding
them of all the Horrible Breaks they
had made. She said that *Nina rtrOtsnd
in the Kitchen cracking HtekoryiNnfli
was about, their Sire when it came to
playing the Seelety Game. She allowed-
that they wougl be more at Home if
the, moved out to some Ranch and
61110eiated with the Live-StOck. When
Ma_ fpt 11k4g(ig fervid her. Culture-
NOT {MOLLY cIVILIZED.
Club training and handed out a very
Tabasco Line of Conversation.
She said she was good and tired of
trying to make Ladies and Gentlemen
out of a Flock of Yaps who took after
their Father.
At this she would get a Rise out of
Father. He said he didn't propose to
strain himself belug Polite to a let
ot Four-Fluaties who owed hlin Mott
ey. That was the Trouble with Fa-
ther. He was President of the Com-
pany, and seemed to dilute that his
Official Position gave aim a Right to
break Crackers into his Soup. did re-
fused to wear a White Tie with his
Evening Clothes just beenuse some
i:eheap Department Manager had set
the Style.
As for the Offspring, they were WO
mullet headed to get wise to Ma's
magnIticent System of doleg the
Henvy. Whom it eatue to a toesdurv,be
tween it Pink Tea and a Variety Show,
they put thelr-tapentling Money on the
Coon song. Any time that Ma dressed
hem up and took them out to meet the
Elite they hung back.
At last Ma saw that the only Hope
lay In shipping the whole Pack away
to high-toned Schools In the East.
For several Years the Rising Genera
lion put u Terrific Crimp in Father
Income. but at last they came home all
'metaled up. and then they %%ere
Fly that Father could not travel hi iii
some class and even Ma could get a
few pointer* from them.
At prooeut they are tearing up the
Scenery le their Touring Cars, and
they have the Nerve to tackle any
kind of Society.
MORAL: A patient Woman can Ed-
ucate any one except her own Uwe
hand.
IF IT'S A REPUTATION
You are after, Wbite's Cream- Varmi-
fogs has a wqrld wide reputation iis
the best of an worm destroyers. anti
for its tonic Influence on weak and un-
thrift y children. It Improves their di-gestion and assintilation of their food,
strengthens their nervosa* system and
restores It,, m to it, alth and vigor nat-
ural to a ehild. If you want a healthy.
happy I hild get a bottle of White's
Cream Vermlfuge. J. H. Oehischlaeger,
Lang" Bros. and tr. Ripley.
His Viewpoint.
The philanthropical Fifth-avenue
lady was visiting a lowpr East Side
Sunday school., To test the aptness of
a particularly indigent cluster of pu-
pils, she took the class in hand to
question them.
"Children; which is the greatest of
all virtues?"
Not tile answered.
"Think a little. What is It I am,
doing when I give my time and pleas-
ure to come down among on for
your moral good?"
A grimy fista went up.
what. am I doing, little
boy?"
"Liuttin' in!"-- New York Times.
1
SHE POUND 111K1.110,
If you are troubles with liver com-
plaint and hate not received help read
this. Mrs. Mary It. Hammond. moody.
Texas: "I was In poor oddest—with
liver trouble—for over a year. Doctorsdid me no good and I tried Herbine,
and three bottles cured me.' I can't say
too mueli for Herblike, as It is a won-
derful liver medicine. I always have
It In the house. Punlish where you
wish.- Sold by J. IL octoesmaeger,
Lang Broil. and C. 0. Ripley.
Was Probably Drowned.
There is a yodng man in Boston
who cart trace his tumid back several
generations. His falling is a desire to
be thought a descendant of one of
"the old families." One thing In
which he takes particular prideets a
continental uniform. He was showing
this to a young lady the other day.
"My -eat-spandfather wore this suit
when he gave his life to kis country
during the brave days of the revolu-
tion." he said. The younglady In-
spected the uniform carefully, but
could find neither bullet hole nor sa-
ber cut. She turned to him with a
charming smile. "Ohl Was the poor




We are showing soine very
striking ideas in Ladies'
Novelty Leather Goods—
purses, pocket' books, wrist
bags, card eftses, coin purses.
in seal, alligator and all the
other now fashionable leath-
ers. It's a display well worth
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mil keeps the skin
Clear; suft and
velvety. Velievos







er. er by maid aft
rime Box. Pre-
pared by
FERO. T. eldPKINS, N.Y. CITY,
PrOPtieLor tif INIURAIJD'S ORIENTAL CIEAM
?timbal:a A.M. aLckoir.i.Nuan StY
All'PHICILSON'S DRUG STORE.
Seeing the Sights.
New Yorker (to There is a
relic of tbs. past- an old Fifth avenue
Milloon --Harper's ateekly
rNr.y Port Ir a aterm.
tiliti—Inst imagine! Sate:rising yoti
were rio immenscly wealthy that yen
couldn't possibly spend your income
What would yog dol
lie-Marry- you.-New York Mall.
- - 
A Tight Squeeze.
Brune-ho BM, I hear Pead Eye Pete
has been huggea to death by a fe
tunte grizzly.
Harrienne Bill -Wel. that's just like
Pete. Dv never could stand being







I say. Mel:tooth, here's
a fellow who walked
actors by Joyet-
Stout •ne
tTliti corpulent Lidatoillortumiir' So
pet both wants to be 0 liontutan Into
I me? Well, ti.icti.iny addire end don't.
It's a starving petfeitalon. Pli k Nie-t;p.. ,
d•-addidellaalleireedellerrealaerilleTet *Egan
1 Out of the I
Channel.
I Sy LYLE WARD SANDtKSON.
--
Coorighted, 1517, hy C. II. Sutcliffe.
- 
Mertou Koster came slowly down
the lighthouse stairs. He liked the
wind and twist of them. A hazy
wish floated through hie mind that
they might never end. He would like
to go ou forever, hearing the tap of
her little feet on the Iron behind him,
feeling her hand touch his sboulder ev-
ery uow and then when she grow a
bit tlizzad with the curve.
The fact was Mr. Kesler's sense of
promotion bad been rather unsettled
sited the night before. Then Marion.
In that strange, illogical way girls
have and in spite of her aunt's skill-
ful, contrary maneuvers, had made the
obtuse Mr. Harvey understand that
she was not overwhelmed with delight
at his invitation to try hie new electric
launch and within the same title frau-
men had promised Kesler to visit the
light with bilis -even if we have to go
in a dory."
It had been somewhat bard for Hr.
Kesler whim he came down to the
cape on his stack vacation to flnd his
old playa*, orted by the wealthyjs
Mr. Harvey- was true that Marion
did Watt very happy, but ber
aunt certainly seemed at peace with
till the woeld 4,14 made an extremely
willing (dispel:in on the many trips
which -that gentleman was constantly
planning. This had been Kesler* drat
chance.
After thnliks and farewells to the
old captain. Kesler guided his dolman -
Ion down the steep path to the little.
pebbly bench, where their boat await-
ed them. It was not a dory, but a
gay little ph-metre craft, bright with
many cushions. Kesler helped Marion
in. feeling a keen regret that be could
not put her into the handaoutest lamed/
Oil nes coast.
There wenn° hint of regret In Marion's
face as she picked up the rudder ropes
and the boat swung off. The Nun was
warm, but the breeze, tilled with the
tang of the sea. blew the girl's bright
hair :Ikea her face and brought a
meddle to her brow- n eyes.
"And over the sea lies Spain," sang
the girl happily.
"You'd like to visit the old world,
wouldn't you. Marion/ You must go
some tiny," staid Keeler, wondering
how be would feel if he should know
Butt Harvey and Marion were journey-
ing about Europe together.
. "Some day," revealed the girl softly,
her dark eyes dreaming. then smiling
Into his. She wits quite willing to
math everything but the present mo-
went into the indefinite future.
The mandhesitated a nannent. then
said, with a note of entreaty in his
voice: "Maly I row you over to Tuts
beds creek before we go back"! It's
such a quaint. Dutehy little plaid, with
its old wharfs and fishermen's housed
that I want to see It again. You know
nay vacation ends tomorrow."
Marion's fate suddenly flushed till it
was the deep pink of the wild role!
that grew along the shore.
"I'd love to go with you," she an-
swered, "only-well, you see, after all'
toint told Mr. Harvey be might take
its out in his launch at 5, and she'inte
much displeased if I am not at homed',
-Oh. I see," saiii Merton Kesler
rattier blankly. "I'd better hurry,
then."
His mouth suddenly became a
straight line. He began to pull with
long et-en strokes. "Harvey can give
her everything in the world," he
theught, with remorse and some bit-
teruess, "and he is a very decent fel-
low beeides-aside from being a snob.
If ever a girl was born for riches she
Was. What right have I to nek her to
share may mean little salary? 'Tls a
good thing my vacation is nearly over:
I might say something foolish anti
make her unloppy. But. oh. may she
not smile at me again before we reach
the farther side of the little bay."
i "The tide is running out fast," said
Marion, looking down through the clear
water to the yellow" sands.
"We'll strike the channel soon." re-
turned Kesler. pulling himself to-
gether with an effort. "I can never
tell exactly where It is when the wind
roeghe the whole bay. Great day for
galling. Wish we had a yacht, Ma-
rion." ,
"Oh, I like this little boat fully as
-well." 41d-tared the girl conteutiedly.
then suddenly (died. "It's growing shal
low, sailor boy; look out!"
Keeleds ears stopped in the air.
That was tha name she had called him
when, as children, they had built
man,v dream ships together.
The oars made a savage swoop into
the water, the boat shot half its length
alieml, them stopped with a jerk, its
nofie burled in the sand.
"Greed. Scott, we've struck on the
flats: Jerk up the rudder, Marion.
while I push her off. Then, after a-n
unavailing effort: "It's a mercy this
oar is stout. No, don't push, child;
sit still."
"But the tide Is just racigd out,"
-objected Marion, while all of the
man's efforts "limply caused the ob-
stinate little craft to grind deeper into
the sand. '
Wrath and mortification struggled
on Keeler's face. "It's bail enough to
have to take the princess mit in a
mean little rowboat," he broke out
"but to shore her tint sand bank and
not le able to pull her off is atieolute
dinner."
From far np the bay rime the 'mind
of distant puffing. and Keeler. glancing
up, had the pleasure of seeing n new,
eilliting !stench coming notedly (Win
the channel toward the stranded boat.
Still tugging and pulling inaltetually,
iie turned angrily to the astonished
girl.
"Tour annt will he pleased to find
you here; Marion. Good heavens, why
did you ever come Off with me'! Yon
ought to be in that launch.thie minute
You don't belong bere"-hts wrath i
eourpd out on ber-"you love allure:I





[down as the Up-to-Date Business Schools
PkOr fferVIDI
Easiness Sea. Incorporated. $300,000.00 Capital
29 Colleges in 16 Stoles. Jan. F. Thaughon, rite
Sad I I Reliable
Ii eglIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED 
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you know Y1/ii 10%1. a 1...1. U 110 iul
1('Y'S g iel cuomugim for you; no
IA? IY Is, fat mat. Le wattle you Of
etelrFtre I Wat,tt you LI1.3.11). [knelt MOre.
bet you're crazy to come off with
time. He'll de weary_ and 'twill serve
you right. litu gishig to aigunl whim
he gets nearer and get you over to
the chauuel if I have to carry you.
I hope this will teach you a lessuu!"
ltack of Cie anger iti the luau's face
the girt read soweihing chid mud sprang
to her feet. crying. "Welt. Mertim:
theeldeignalt" With a 'twirl and a
egilash She lauded kuee deell in the
water, one hand gathering iip her
sdirte the other arasping the beat Itue.
while the hoot, lightened of her weight,
floated a bit. "I don't belong hi the
launch. I'd rather be here witn you."
she said defiantly.
-Marion, what do you mean, dear?"
asked Kesler. staring at the little fig-
ure I,y lilt side as if he was Just wak-
ing ,,lit of a sleep.
The girl suddenly I•esean to era. "I
thought .I'd better be helping you -
he lpieg you pull this bout,'' she 'sobbed.
"than riding round iii an old launch
with a man-I don't like. But If you
don't a-ant me- I can take him, I sop
pose." Her voice died avidy as st
struggled vein!): to keep her wis
blown hair init of her face. her skit.
from the water and the tears
blinding her eyes.
"lie /than never live you," deetae
Kesler fiereely, dropping the rope a!,
catching the girl In his arms. "Lit'
comrade, do you mean it? I do VCR'
your help, little girl, and I will nisi,
dear! Your hair is so loved
dreadfully 1mm the way!"
The ubiquitous Mr. Harvey, as his
launch came swiftly down the channel,
noted with astonishment two pertions
over toward the lighthouse wading
sloe ly through the shallow water. lie
thought at firdt that he reeognized the
girl's white sweater and her green
skirt. which she held gathered about
her dliseS. The grills circled over their
heads and tho sea wind blew the girl's
bright hair all about her face. The
man wetted very close to her side. The
pad seemed in no particular Mina
11; tmiliipti them bobbed a little white
li.EN VI. SORERT E. 1.1.3.:
W.is tit. gut a test genera l the world ha.,
,N 4-r known. Hall lv,tok Snw 1,11;inwotI' the gretif,,t Liniment, Qul kly
,01 111411,. It is within the rea, I, of all
T H. Pointer. ilemrstead. Texas. writ,t
"This Is to eertify that Itallard's Snow
Liniment has lo.en iti).* boa...-
hold for years and has heen (mind I.,
he an excellent Liniment for Rheu-
matic pains I on never without it'
Sold by 3. H. (a hitschlatigiir. Lana tiros.
and C. O. Ripley.
Landlord Knew Differently.
"They say that Shifter is ten years
ahead of his time."
I
"WP11. It's not true. I'm his tepid I
lord and I know ' • '
behind -Phl!,,,'





leaves Paducah for Tenneaftee Mews
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
4. W. ....... Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This cumpully Is not responsible
br Invoice charges unless colleced by
Ste clerk of the boat
Special ear dion rates from Nicht-
sah to Waterlo.. Fare for the round
Pip $8.00 . Leaves l'aducak every
444 nes lay at 4 n .ft
ro ;
'Ex -'it ou time wStness kited;
there it save 'I don't remember.' " • -
ilouston Post
Louisville, Ko Special ex-
cursion September Srd, 1907.
Train leaves l'aducah 9:30 a.
m., returning leaves Louis-
ville September 5th. 4 p.
Round trip $2.50.
Madiso"Iville, Ky. Account
Kentucky Sunday School as-
sociation. Dates of sale Au-
gust 26. 27, 2S, final limit Au-
gust 31st, Round trip. $3.45
Louisville, Ky.--Special ex-
cursien. Augnet 27. G re-
turning August 29. ound
trip $2.50. "Tra leaves
Paducah 12: 15 p. , return-
ing leaves Laurie 4 p m
Jamestown/Va. — Exposi-
tion, April Oth to November
30th--15 Oitys; $2:1.75. Coach
excursions on stweial date',
$18.00,every Tuesday; '
10 "ys.
.or information, apply to
eity Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or ("thou Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,




Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrary Located Hotel
Brodie as-. Only ten minutes is ,
to 25 Icadit.z theatres. Compirtu
renovated and tritistormed in every
derartmi et. 1.1 to-,b•e in all re
sri-t,. I deeded in each roon
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
minadyray's chief attraction for Spe-
cial Feed Dishes arid Popular Mudd-
C••••••a Plea. elM 151St.2111 lobs.
FT • tes fog Rer.nts li.iO and upward. $2.00 and nova*, t.di. Park.. 1-1.-4•-norr •nd Bath$3.00 and t, ' .d. txtra wham twn rayon.occur• a single town.
warrr •FoR DOORLET. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. TIERNEY. hi
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most infetior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottlt. This counts for nothing with-




Is nine summers old. The gov-
!ment stamp wilt to .indicate.
Pei ._
PAGE FIGHT THE PADUCAH EVENING, SUN
WIFE SURRENDERS
HUSBAND TO OTHER
Leaves tor France to Secure
Divorce from Him.
ilortdismad Earl and Woman He Is To
Marry Go To Say Goodbye To
Mn'. Earl and Children.
is att-rimi oN CONVICTIONS.
New York. aept. 4. --Ferdinand
Earl, Jr.. the artist, and son of the
late General Ferdinand Earl, who
during his lifetime was prominent in
financial circles, will come down from
hie country place outs!lie of Monroe.
Orange county, N. Y.. on Wednesday
to bid godspeed for all time to his
wife and sun, why are to sail on the
Holland-America line steamer RY11-
dam. With Mr. Earl will come to say
goodby also the woman. who has
been staying with her brother and
mother as a guest el the Earl home
for the last ten days, and whom Mr.
Earl will wed as soon as his wife
shall have been granted a divorce in
France.
-Mr. Earl says that he :5 acting on
his convictions in this Instance Con-
dittone over which he and his wife
have loin alt control make them hap-
'der apart. This has been agreed be-
tween them.
Family Welcome" Future Wife.
The woman whom he Attends to
sett has been living in his home for
some days past entirely by his wife's
colter:it, and all will part the best of
friends, ways Mr. Earl.
A reporter saw Mr. Earl and his
wife at their home on the Earl es-
tate today and both of them told the
story of how they -had agreed to sep-
arate. The woman, who Is to be the
second Mrs. Earl. sat upstairs anel
took no part In the conversation.
Mr Ear: said:
"leer.. than ten years ago. when I
was sturlying in Paris. I married a
French woman. She was very dear to
me; ape ie,yet, but in another way, I
had all that I seemed to used, my
art, a wife, and plenty to live on. We
were very happy -
"We came over here to !fve several
years, out bele in the country where
we could be alone and undisturbed.
We were sill; happy, end more so yet
when a son was born to us. But soon
something began to arise between us.
I cannot explain. Call it incompatS
Witty of temper, tonflict of ideals -
what you may. Those things cannot
be explained. Maybe I was cruel, who
knows?
'This state of affa,re grew 4.ontin-
nously. We both felt it and said
nothing. For two years I bave been
working on a poem of seven eonnect-
ed sonnets explaining my views on
marriage. I believe that se are mar-
ried before we are born through hea-
ven directed affinities, and that mar-
riage continues after our death, Be-
lieving this, I came to bee that my
wife was not my affinity.
Finds True Love at Last.
"But the coming of the child that
•
THE INTER URAN LINES.
An entirely new element has enter nanders who are eatieti upou for the
ed into thr social, commercial, and money to build the lines; call scarce-
even the political life of the country, ly keep track of their inveteinents.
nays Raymond, in the Chicago Trib-
une- I have just finished a journey
of 400 miles, conipleted within twe
days, over the interurban trolley sys-
lea• Ildinols, and am erepared to
testify to the extraordinary effect in
the development of the country pro:
duced by the electric railroads from
town to town: They are running lux-
urious buffet chair ca, limited
[mina rush from city to city, express
matter and freight are carried In ape- Wheeling, W. Va., by through trolle)
teal cars, and, last of all, the trolley line to Chicago and St. Loatis.
line sleeper, as I can testify, is an Bridging the Mississippi.
absolute success. There is more than usual sIgniti-
There is something more in this evince In the fact that it has been
building up than a mere extension found advantageous to build a great
of street car service to the country. bridge across the Mississippi river at
Country and city are being knitted St. Louie for the use of tbe Illinois
together and the local and suburban Interurban &Wein. The passenger
transportation business seems destin- service is fully established in a dozen
ed to pass from the steam railroad different states and the carriage of
to the trolley line within a short express matter and4„,light freight is
time. It may be many a year before progressing with rapidity in
the through lints of railroad are op- ever) direction. et learns to
ersted by electricity, but it will be go toithe city of -thereity mer-
but a short time until all the short chant sends his am packager: by
line business of the country is done the trolley line tg, the' eOuntry. and
on cars deriving their own motive I perishable fruits. vegetibles, milk,
power from a central power station, and dairy products are today being
often many miles away. transported with greater success on
No Longer an Experiment. the trolley line than by any subur-
So new has been the development ban service the steam railroads can
of the leterurban system that there furnish.
Sr no satisfactery figures to be fur- Even coal and whisky and similar
Dished as to its extent. Like the ear- heavy products are being handled on
ly days of settlement in America and the electric lines, and though the
particularly in the west, the inter- day may _be far distant when thew
urban trolley system in every state roads will be anything - ghore than
where It has been given a fair trial ifeeders to the steam lines on ordinary
fat outetems its historians. It has hulk freight they are likely to have
progressed beyond the experimental the monopoiy. of wayside transporta-
stage. but the mileage is inereasine eiou and come much nearer to the
so rapidly and new systems are being 'consumers than the railroads can ev-
developed so ronstantly even the fi- er hope to do.
One huge system in Illinois al-
ready has in operation about 475
miles of track. with 105 miles under
construction, and schemed for an ex-
tension of 100 nahes more. New Eng-
land is grIdironed with Interurban
trolley line* and Ohio and Indiana
have developed their systems to such
an extent that after a _few auks In
the chain are completed during next
year it will be possible to go from
THREE GENERATIONS
P.tliffICIP.tTE IN 171iyuk: DOU-
BLE WEINDINtr.
Bride Exonerates Club, Tam Cupid
Not Cocktails IIANI Her Out of
the
Ilia ago, Sept. I.-- Three genera-
tions in one family figured as princi-
pals in one of the most unique double
weddings that ever took place in Chi-
cago-and at the sante ttime silenced
forever the charge that Mrs. Pauline
Harriette Lyon resigned as secretary
of the Woman's Athletic club because
its members drank cocktails.
The principals in the novel wecir
ding were:
Mrs. Pauline Harriette Lyon. 27se
Kenmore avenue,
Albert Richard Prettied, Ruches-
ter, N. Y.
Curtis Burrows Lyon, son of Mrs.
Lyon.
Miss' Clara F. Alien, Boston Maio.
Both these weddings %ere perform-
was part of ear+ of us. made it ed by the Rev. ‘Villiam Putnam. Of'
doubly hard to take the tragtcal stets.' Lansing, Midi., who is the father of
The artist ;tau-et] and choked back a
sob. 
of the bride in the flee wedding and
the grandfather of the bridegroom in
Then he erantinned to tell of the the second. The Rev. Mr. Putnam is
ferment of those linked. but aho are the state captain of the Michigan G.
net affinitiee. „ He also related the A. R.
myreing with the woman who is to None except metubers of the fate-
become his wife. They became ac- ilies interested and close friends were
quainted in France, where Earl had invited to the wedding, so the mew-
son.' to attend his mothi•r's death. hers of the Woman's Athletic club
Theyggoved at first sight, he says. Al-
though a weebtlitst, she did not be- 
'did not have a ,chance to show their
'appreciation of Mrs. Lyon's actions
Hove in free love. After much argia!
ment, in Which Earl's wife took a 
in silencing the reports which fc:Ilow-
ed her resignation as secretary of
prominent part, the present agree-'the club. Gossips immediatel y
went of divorce was settled upon.
sought a reason for her action and
finally someone said she had quit be-
eleaboariee crossing CountrY• canee the members of the dub insist-
Tangier, Sept. 8. On .eartiing "r f1f1 on having liquor served at their
the determination of the American dinners.
missionaries, Metiers. Clinton. Reed While the club was still resting
and Enyret, to remain at Fez. while under these charges Mrs. Lyon came
all the Other Christian*. some 70 in to the rescue and sacrificed her secret
number, were leaving for the coast, to save the reputation of the club.
the populace of Fez was convinced She admitted that eupid and not cock
that they mute not,,,,,, ha et-merle
T ---,tails was the cause for her resigns-
Americans. but lereneh eitizens. In'Bon and then It was that her friends
consequence ofethe fierce hostility of-- learned for the Strut time of the en-
the Moors at Fez to everything:gagement which ended with marriage
French, these brave pioneers of Chile- today.
tittnity in Morocco were individually
,compelled to abandon their work In
that city, and are now travreing
Wenger r (itref,', • MORI frit
gler.
Jape Are Not Seeking War.
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 4.-"Japan
Is not seeking a war with the United
States at this time," declared General
Luke E. Wright, former ambassador
Alton Officials in for It. to the mikado's country, who passed
Chicago, Sept. 4.-The Chicago & through this city on his way to his
Alton railroad and its officials were home in Memphis, and in this view
temporarily at least, denied an ex- General Wright is supported by for-
pected immunity bath befoore Judge mer United States Senator Charles
Landis. The proceedings were such A. Towne, who arrived here a few
as to surprise and startle the Alton days ago on the steamship Minnesota
officials. All indications pointed to from Japan.
either Judge' Landis or United States
District Attorney Rims taking the "Who's that a hot-let-In' down yon-
bit in his teeth, der in the branch?"
"That's the prodigal son. The old, 
Most of the things we wish for are mane* a-whalin' thunder out of hink
about mit woeful SR a counterfeit dill- for rutirsite away."-Atlanta. Cornett-
far bill. fatten.
Down the river went at the clip
of -6 'this morning and leaving the
gauge at 9.7. Business was good at
the wharf today
The Jim Duffey and Margaret left
today for the Tennessee river after
ties.
The Joe Fowler was the Evansville
packet today and she came la with a
good trip.
The Cowling made the regular
trips today and the little packet also
brought in a good freight trip
The J B. Richardson will leave
Saturday for Cairo. From Cairo he
will run an excursion to Cape Girar-
deau Sunday. A party will go from
this city.
The Clyde received freight all day
today preparatory to leaving for the
Tennessee river this evening. ,
The Egan, one of the largest boats
Hi the Western Kentucky Coal com-
pany's, fleet. has arrived from Pitts-
burg and tied up here for repairs.
The T. H. Davie went to Cairo yes-
terday front Joppa.
The Dick Fowler pulled out on
tinie this morning with Captain John
Watts on the roof, and Captain Lovas
Pell at the wheel. Cuptain Mark
Cole left today for Chicago on a visit
to his home Capt. Cole will return
the first of next week.
The Bob Dudley will arrive tomor-
row from the Cumberland river. To-
day was the packet's regular day. but
She was delayed.
Owners of gasoline launches were
busy at the wharf today 0e/tiling ills
All of the boats had water thrown
into them by the high waves. and the
engines needed cleaning from the
mud.
The Martha Helmer, will be let off
the dry docks late this afternoon and
the A. I). Allen will be taken out.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville aiel Mt.
S'ernou wilt coetinue falling during
the next several days. At Padueah
and Cairo ,will fall slowly during the
next two days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, not much change during
the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from below St.
Lonis to Cair6. not much change dur-
ing the next 116 hours.
River Stages.
Cairo  19.4 0.1 fall
Chattanooga . 2.6 0.0 WA
Cineinnati  1e.5 1.4 fall
Evansville  11.2 0.6 fall
Floreace-Misaiing.
Johnsonville  2.9 0.3 fall
Louisville  5.4 0e5 fall
Mt, Carmel- Missiug.
Nashville-Missing
Pittaburg  6.1: 1.1 rise
. Lou is  I.$ r.t) ert'd
Mt. Vernon  11.4 0.1 fall
Paducah,,  9.7 0.6 fall
Riches have discarded their wings
the advent of automobiles.
,Sometimeiv opportunity knocks st a
man's rlOor and sometimes she
knorks him out.
TO SAVE FATHER
101 HIRES Mt H.DElt etW A
BEAtfrIEU I WIDOW.
Strange story Told My Youth in Jail
of Hie Father's Infatuation
for Her,
Homer, La., Sept. 4 -To prevent
his father from deserting his family
and eloping with a beautiful widow,
Benjamin Baucum hired a negro to
murder her. The negro. Green Coop
or, stood outside the house in the
darkness and shot through a wind's°.
killing the widow and the baby in her
8 rms. •
Bat:loam and the negro are in jail
here and both have confessed. There
is talk of lynching the negro. A great
many pereone pity Reticule.
The murdered widow, Lennie Bond
was 15 years old. She was the most
beautiful woman in the parish. She
lived alone with her son, 5 years old,
Father Aged Sixty.
Dr. James Baucum, the father of
the young man in jail, is 60 years
old and lives with his wife and six
children. The story told by his b013
11,, as follows:
sl distovered that father was in
love with Mrs. Bond and that theY
had planned for him to desert my
mother and the children and then he
and the widow would run away to-
gether and be married.
"I went to Mrs. Bond about it and
pleaded with her to give up my fath-
er. She denied that she had any in-
tention of eloping. But I knew bet-
ter. I pointed out, to her that she was
only 35 years old, while my father
was 60, and that this diecrepene) in
their ages would prevent them being
happy.
Pleaded Wish Father,
"Then I pleaded with my fathei
He admitted to me that he loved tie
widow so that he could not give her
up. He told me to keep silent about
it. I saw that he was infatuated
with her. She seemed to have hyp-
notised him no that she could con-
trol him as she wished.
"I saw there was.sciindal and dis-
grace ahead. I theaght of the 'un-
written law.' If such a law permits
a woman to average the betrayal of
her honor, why won't it permit a son
to avenge the betrayal of his father
by a woman?"
Paid Negro *am
The young man admits that he paid
the negro 15o to do the shooting and
the negro confesses,he,did it.
. Dr. Baucum was the most promin-
ent doctor here.
INCREASE IN PA1-.
(i•isen 14. Clerk:al Employes of
Missouri l'acitie,
St. Louis, ewe Sept. 4.-The Mis-
souri Pacific-Iron Mountain railway
system today, of its own volition, di-
rected an increase in the salaries of
all its clerical help, averaging 10 per
cent, effective the first day of last
month. The order ire-reeves the to-
tal of the system pay roll about $150.
tiOn a year. There are about 2,000
employes of the Gould lines engaged
in a clerical capacity at their St.
Louis Oreadquarters, and at vedette
other points on the eastern not affil-
iated with any labor union, They are
attached to all departments. tram;
portation, tranic, auditing, legal, in-
dustrial and miscellaneous. The de-
tail work of arranging for the clerks'
increased compensation Is now re-
ceiving attention at headquarters
here.
MAKES PIANO THAT WHISTLES.
Richmond. Va., Sept. 4.--Rev.
James O. Early, a young negro. has
been granted a patent fjr a whistling
piano of his own luvention.. The in-
strument has a Keyboard arranged
on a scale somewhat different from
a piano. It is capable of whistling
the most difficult notes. Mr. Early
already has been approached by a
northern man with a handsome offer
for the patent rights.. ,He hopes to in-
duce men of his race to organize a
stock company to exploit the instru-
ment.
TWO FATAI4101 BURNED.
Two Others Badly Scorched Trying
to Extinguish the Flames.
Dallas, Tex., Sept. 4.- One wom-
an was burned to death, _another re-
ceived burns from which she e
die and a man sled girl, the daughter
of one of the victims, received serious
Injuries last night and today. Mrs.
J. W. Manley was burning trash In
her back yard yesterday when her
clothing caught flre. She was so bad-
ly burned that she died in the even-
ing. Her little daughter was serious-
ly burned while trying to aid her.
This morning Mr). E. P. Carlisle,
while trying to light a stove with
coai oil was fataIly burned and her
husband was' burned about the








Have you Everything You Need for the Boy or Girl
In the Way of Hosiery, Wash Dresses, Etc.
We can give you the best values in hosiery
for the boys and girls to be bad at hoc, 12SC,
Use, 25c and 35c.
We have the best selection of wash dress
materials t, he had ii new plaids, checks,
Stripes and solids, either in Madras, French
Glinghams or Percale&
Also the new woolens in Scoecti Plaids.
New patterns in Outing Flannels and
Outings.
We are also showing new fall Silks.





YES, WE ARE READY FOR BUSINESS
We Have on Hand Everything Needed in
School Books and School Supplies ;re City Schools
Buy your books this week. If
you should purchase any books not
needed we will take them back and
refund the money.
Don't wait until the schools open
but buy before the rush begins.
We will make exchanges until next
'Friday.
D. K. WILSON THE BOOK ANDa MUSIC  MAN
7
At Ileigthour'es 13tapart merit 8t.t),-•.:.
illAcksAND IN ILLINOIS
• RIVER TRAPS THREE Rot's.
Peoria, Ili., Sept. 4.-etanding
knee deep in quicksand, with the wa-
ter of the Illinois river up to their
necks, two prominent young men of
Lacon, north of Peoria, were found
this morning by a searching party,
and the third member of the canoe
party was found lying on the bottom
of the river. The dead are Oharlea
McsAntee. Keeling Wilson and Will
Joiner.
The three young men had attend-
ed a chicken fry given by the bunt-
never men of Laeon on Sunday, and
about sundown started home. a die
tunes.. of about two miles, he a skiff.
Their non-arrival up to an early hour
this morning gave rise to the fear
that they were drowned. Searching
parties started out, and they were
found by Supervisor William Shaw
and Elliott Rose
Wilson and Joiner were standing
in the quicksand as if they had en-
deavored to walk to ehore after the
boat was overturned', ScAntee's
body was (mend lying in the quick-
sand in about 4 feet of water, and
the' overturned boat was caught ih
the willow a short distance away.
For $5 steam will do' the work
which would cote $800 if done by
hand
IT'S OUR WORK
to properly, tegetraten a n d
promptly till prescriptions. We
use the greatest care in so doing
and our prescription department
methods are &signed to tills
end after much study and ex-
perience.
The quality of. our drugs and
chemicals is of the very highest
and their freshness and effect-
iveness the best. We appreciate
the importance of even the
smallest details and guard
against any Imperfections.






Come and See the Silks and Dress Goods
Ordained Modish for Fall.
Here they tote, the newest, most modish, the best:-
the quinteseenceOf Fall Fabrics-the extract and abstract
of the most promising styles for fall wear. Come! They
await your viewing.
Diversified in variety -completee in style expression-
Broadcloth, Voile, Panama, Serge, Crepe &Minas, etc.,
and silks-all vietng with each other in the beauty of their
new Color effetrt.
Of course they air please you. They will intereee
surprise and delight you- Neat color effects for the con-
-servative taste-livelier colors and patterns for those who
pfufer them-dashing styles and gingery designs to suit
th*whim of the "dressiest."
Everything in fabrics that anybody wants-provid nrr-
it's stylish, worthy and good. And that ise:4 all-they're
priced at prices tnat everyone likes to pay, because they're
priced at less than one expects.-




NO. Phone 944, Cor. Third and Ohio. IEXCELSIOR----.
DeAuber----"This is a portrait of Inter-ad of dreaming of tontorroe
Judge, plank. What do you think the leuw_e_e„eful man le wide awaits% to
og CO-Tet for it?"_Critic'us----"06,till''opport-Znieee Of wdai.
about siric months."- Cidoego ‘Daligl The poorest way to make an iii-
News. • . • ipreasion la to give"up to depressMe.
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